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the automotive language. the man behind the sadler cars
road test on the new g.s.m. delta. exclusive

pace-setter at Mosport! "'. .

The date: June 24th, 1961. The place: Mosport
Park, Ontario' s new motor raci n g ci rc uit. The
event: The " Player's 200" .. ,Canada' s fir st internationa l spo rt s car race.
And which car was chosen by the Canadian
Racing Drivers' A ssociation to lead som~ of. the
world's fi nest drivers and ca rs on t hei r pace lap . . .
the new Austin-Healey Sprite!
Wh y the Sp rite, over 'all other cars? It was a

".

tribute to its amazing competitive record. At Le
Mans and at Sebring the_ Austin~ H ealey Sp rite has
proved itse lf as a pace-setter in performance and
endurance.
.
You are invited to see the new Austin- Healey
Sprite at your ";A.J"stfn ,dealers soo n:' Of co urse,
demand has been heavy for its stepped-up power
and new fres h styUng . But· once you drive it, you'll

finJUt's worth waiting for !
.,. •
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ALPiNE .....
a city slicker
that can tame
a country mile

Don't let its good looks fool you. The new Alpine cut its teeth on rugged
cross-country travel. It came in first and second in its class in the last
two Monte Carlo Rallies_ It won the coveted efficiency cup in the 1961
Le Mans Grand Prix (91 m_p_h_ average; 18 miles per gallon !)_ It took
first in its class in the 1961 East African Safari. Rough roads? You bet!
This suave-looking city slicker-with its low road grip, roll-up windows
and optiona l snug-fitting hardtop- is in high demand, and short supply.
A good reason why you should take a city or country test drive in the
new Alpine now. Make up your own mind about this good looker that
tames t hose country miles-winning event after event.

t'
\
b
~ ~ SUNBEAM ALPINE ~~L~~EASN~~~~UB~~S:SUNBEAM

p"" P.O.' ml ~ .. $2515-P.OL .... "", $2625, ."dto" •• It~.It" .i" ....", ""d,i" (','M" ..(,n,
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from the editor
AVlD READERS WHO MAKE A
practice of inspecting the magazine's masthead will note a change
in this issue. Succeeding Bill Wordham as Editor is Bruce McCall, a
name most sports car fans will
immediately greet with such words
as "Who's he?".
"He" is, like most CT&T readers,
an automotive enthusiast with sporting tendencies who has watched
the sport and industry grow, and
is now delighted to devote full time
to writing about the Canadian motoring scene.
Following the capable and affable
Bill Wordham is no easy task, but
from behind the typewriter we hope
to keep CT&T's readers informed
on what's happening behind the
wheel and behind the scenes in the
world of cars.

*

*

*

NEGLECTED as sports car racing
seems to have been by the daily
press, the same cannot be said for
highway accidents involving sports
cars. These have always been exploited to the full.
"Sports Car Crash Injures Two",
or similar headlines are common
reading in the newspapers. The
words "sports car" are certainly
newsworthy. Linking a sports car
with an accident feeds that widespread public prejudice which views
all sports cars as dangerous and all
sports car drivers as wild-eyed demons bent on self-destruction.
We wonder if the writers of these
headlines realize the negative consequences of their indiscriminate
words. Aside from a matter of accuracy (we have seen everything
from Studebaker Hawks to Thunderbirds labelled as sports cars in
the papers), drawing attention to
accidents involving sports cars is
unfair when no similar detail is
given in reports of cl'ashes involving
standard passenger cars. Statistics
will prove otherwise, but the casual
reader will be led to believe that
sports cars are always being wrecked and constitute a public menace.
In most cases we have noted, ,the

use of the term "sports car" in
accident reports adds nothing to the
story but spice. The only connection
between dangerous driving and
sports cars is an implied one, manufactured by a writer more in search
of sensationalism than news. After
titillating the reader by using .the
words "sports car", these reports
usually make no further mention of
the car involved, simply because in
terms of real news the fact that a
sports car was involved was entirely irrelevant.
We don't demand that sports car
drivers involved in highway accidents be shielded from publicity. But
we do advocate, for the sake of
honesty, that sports cars should not
be singled out with screaming headlines simply to sell more newspapers.

*

*

*

THE RECENT Royal Commission
on Publications has aroused lively
controversy both in this country
and the United States among those
who stand to directly gain or lose
by enforc~ent of its recommendations.
Due to the relatively small size
and unique nature of our field, CT&
T's American counterparts pose
little econ0mic or moral threat to
our continued existence. The Canadian motoring scene is markedly
different from that of the United
States, and most enthusiasts read
several magazines each month to
keep abreast of developments in the
sport south of the border as well as
in Canada.
This difference between the Canadian automotive climate and that
of the United States also prevents
any friction between CT&T and its
U.S. counterparts over advertising.
Advertising in the automotive field
which is directed to American readers seldom does an effective job in
Canada and viceversa, and because
of the relatively small circulation
of even the largest American motoring magazine, CT&T is not plagued by the split run problem.
The Royal Commission has, however, accomplished one thing for
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which CT&T among others is most
grateful. It has focused attention on
the facts of Canadian publishing
life for all to see.
Canadian automotive enthusiasts
make up in spirit what they lack in
sheer weight of numbers. Yet numbers - - translated into circulation
figures - - are all that matter in the
success or failure of any consumer
magazine.
Canada has a population roughly
one tenth that of the United States
and more thinly distributed. From
this population - - only a very small
proportion of which can reasonably
be expected to be automotive enthusiasts - we must gain our circulation and thus our very existence.
Yet printing, production and distributing costs in Canada don't refiect
the country's relatively small population but rather its high standard
of living. If the magazine were to
be sold without advertising, cost to
the consumer in its present form
would be in the nature of $1.50 per
copy.
Thus CT&T must tread a very
narrow path between high production costs on one side and limited
circulation, hence lower advertising
revenues on the other.
In disclosing these fundamental
facts of magazine publishing life
we make no plea for government
protection or reader sympathy. We
feel CT&T to be filling a need that
by their nature even the larger-circulation and wealthier American
publications cannot do. Support to
date by the Canadian motoring
public has been encouragement to
continue.
CT&T welcomes constructive criticism of its efforts and has benefitted in the past from readers' suggestions. From time to time, however, we hear comments about the
magazine being a "mere advertising
vehicle", as if carrying advertising
were tantamount to leprosy and
implying that this is faintly immoral. In the sense that CT&T carries
as much advertising as possible, of
course it is an "advertising vehicle".
So are all magazines interested in
staying alive.
3

BREAKTHROUGH:
Suddenly Shell makes every other motor oil obsoletewith a revolutionary new formula which fights the
five internal troubles that can shorten engine life
Shell's research on engine behaviour discloses five common
in ternal troubles that can shorten t he life of your car.
Read how new X-100· Premium Motor Oil prolongs engine
life by fighting all five troubles.
S hdl X-IOO P remium is a ge n uine
scientific breakthrough because it is the
only motor oil available that protects
your car simultaneously against these
five internal troubles.

Trouble # I - addith'c ash
Up to now, even the best premium
motor oils were powerless to guard
aga in st add it ive ash-b~cauu they
cteQud it.
The trouble stemmed from the metallic
addititlll used to prevent scuffing. dirt
deposits, oxidation and so fo rth. Ne w
S hell X-IOO P remium doesn't add to
this problem-be<:ause it doesn't contain B single me tallic additive.

Trouble # 2- crankcase dirt
All engines accumulate crankcase dirt.
The problem is to stop this dirt from
forming sticky sludge which can clog
your engine.
Moat premium ' oils use a dete rgent
additive to do the job. But, like other
additives, most dete rgents are metallic
and cause that o ld devil-ash.
Shell replaces deterge nt with a remarkable new ingredient k nown as a
dispersant called Alkadine u .
Alkadine in 'lew Shell X-JOO Pumillm
htlps kttp your engine elean by holdi'lJI
dirt particltl apart. Some partidtl can
be traPlHd by th e oil filter: most are
drained out whm Yl!u change yOllr oil.
Trouble 13-te mpera tu re changes
Many moto r oils tend to b(come too
thick when cold and too thin when hot.
New Shell X-lDO Premium is an allyear oil. When the oil is cold, Alkadine's
eel-like molecules curl up and take up
less space in the oil, which flows freely
t hrough the tigh test bearings even on
cold nights.
Conversdy, when the Alkadine in new
Shell X- tOO Premium is hot, its molecules unC\lrJ. They take up more room.
And the oil resists thinning.
T rouble #4- engioe a cid
All automobile engines manufacture
acid. One way to combat engine acid is
to make the oil alkaline. Many oils use
t his method. But here's what happens .

• R,,'a. T.M.

n
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This is new SheIL X- IOO Premium. Look
for thc whitc ctln with red lenen. Your
Shell ,,':rvice station now has it.

The neutralizing e/feu 0/ alkaline oil
inevitably geu weaker and weaker as
engine acid eats liP Ihe alkalinity-till
il evenllUllly stops working camplettly.
Shell X- H)O Premium actually plow all
e ngine surfaces with a thin chemical
film. The metal literally adsorbs some of
Shell X- I OO J> remium 's pro tec t ive
qualities.
This phenomenon, called "chemisorption" offers a longer-lasting protection against acid attack than any other
method yet invented.
T rouble IS- cooling system leaks
Tiny anti-freeze leaks can play nasty
tricks with many motor oils. New Shell
X- t OO Premium resists reactions with
any sort of anti-freeze.
I n some oils, addi tives can be lost to
water leaks. I n Shell X-tOO Premium,
t hey stay in the oil to protect your engine.

As to unding results fro m
mil lio n-mile road test
Professional driven put Shell X- tOO
Premium to a brutal test. They took
5270,000 worth of aUlOmobiles over 5l
million miles.
When Shell technicians tore t he engines apart for inspection, here's what
t hey found.
L Wear was incredibly low. O ne car
lu bricated with Shcl1 X- IOO Premium
still revealed the original tool markings on its rings-ttl"l after 70,000
miles at speeds of 60 to 100 mph.
2. Cleanliness ratings were tops. Pistons
removed from a car lubricated with
Shell X- I OO Premium scored a rating
of 9.5 out of a possible 10.
3. S ludge was reduced to almost hal!
t he amount that lubrication experts
consider to be acceptable.
4. O il co ns umptio n records caused
cheen. Cars lubrica ted with Shell
X- tOO Premium were driven at race
track speeds for 100,000 miles, yet
used only o ne quart every 1,800 miles.
Ho w muc h does
Shell X- l oo P re mium cost?
If you d rive an average of 10,000 miles
per year, the switch to Shell X - IOO
Premium (with regu la r oil changes) will
cost you only 57.20 more than ord inary
oil-give or take a nickel. And probably
nothing eXIra If you already Ille a premium grade.
Drive to your Shell service station
and ask the deale r to change you r oil
while the engine is still hot. Be sure to
ask for Shell X-IOO Premium in the
white can.
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A BULLETIN FROM
SHELL RESEARCH

Letters to
the editor
B.C.LT.F. RALLY
Gentlemen:
Thank you for a fine story on the

BCITF Rally - only reports from
'insiders' are worth reading. One
small quibble - yo u did rather less
than justice to those who protested.
Serious competitors - and yOll
meet 200 of the cream of this coritinent's rnllyists between Montreal
and Vancouver - MUST protest
poor rallies for whatever r eason.
As knowledgeable experts they
have a duty to the sport to do so,
and must not be regarded as some·
what unsporting or rather poor
losers.
All concerned with motorsport in
Canada should realize that competitors set the standards - the job
of organizers is to ma intain them.
The protest fee - a punitive $25 in
the Trans-Canada Rally - is a relucta ntly dying relic of the days
when organizers thought that any
sort of rally was good enough, and
looked on all protesting competitors
as interfpring busybodies.
The protest fee should be a nominal requirements of good faith, not
a prohibitive deterrent to all but
the well-heeled rallyist with a g rievance. Furthermore, it should be
returned whether or not the protest
is upheld, except in the rare, blatant instances of frivolous or r udely worded presentations, or protests
which arc really attacks on the
integrity or person of the organizers.
Again, thanks f or a fine article,
a nd an excellent magazine a
regularly recurring sop for nostalg ia. Please renew my subscription
for anothcr three years.
Your s sincerely,
Syracuse, N.Y.
R.T. Towson.

the August road tes t of the MG Mk.
IT and MG Midget came up to your
usua l standards.
To give acceleration figures for a
car with an uncorrected speedometer is about as sloppy a way to
test a car a s you would find. What
happened, someone s teal your fifth
wheel?
Toronto, Onto
Rodney Young

The chance to test these cars
came on very short notice and U1Ider coud1tiolls CT&T could not control. Acceleration and top speed
figures were stated to be only approximate, partly due to this and
partly because the cars were too
new to fully open up. With press
time last approaching it was decided to to print these incOm1Jlete fig ures rather than miss out eltt1rely
on what Was, at the time, hot news
on these two cars- Ed.

ROAD TESTS
Gentlemen :
You have a great magazine a nd
I would not miss a n issue even if I
had to walk ten miles each month
to get it. III short, you have a fanatic reader in me. But I do not think
CCl7lada Track d; Traffic/September, 1961

MOSPORT SIGNS
Gentlemen,
As a newcomer to spor ts cars I
have recently attended a few race
meetings at Mosport Park. While
this layout is ideal for spectating
a nd facilities second to none in
comparison to any outdoor event
I have ever attended, I have a small
complaint. For the unwary, getting
to Mosport can be difficult. As far
as I know, there are no TOad signs
directing drivers to the track and
while taking a back road recommended by a service station operator in Bowmanville I quickly became lost and arrived at the races
ha ll-an-hour late. Consideri ng the
magnitude of Mosport's operation ,
shouldn't it be possible for the
organizers to spend a little money
on proper s igns?
To ronto, Ontario
G. Bartlett
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Trailer cou rtesy of Co·Mo Mobi le Homes ltd .

... TRULY THE ONLY FAMILY SPORTS CAR - WHICH PULLS
YOUR VACATION FUN BEHIND IT.
AND WITH EASE TOO!
Yes , VOLVO, the product of superb
Swedish engineering, can hook up to
any standard house trailer and pull
it with ease. And all this without
straining the engine . Why? Because
this powerful 85 H.P. engine has been
carefully engineered to provide loads
VOLVO (CANADA) LIMITED

•

of reserve power. You can quickly acc elerate to 95 M.P.H. arid you will be
pleasantly surprised at the economy
of 35 M.P.G. And VOLVO is fully rust·
proofed and under-coated making it
practically impervious to rust. All this
and seven coats of paint too!

440 COMSTOCK ROAD

SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO

SEE YOUR
NEAREST VOLVO DEALER

TEST DRIVE
VOLVO

TOOAY

AND YOU'LL BE SOLD
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von Tri ps. Ferrari. en route to win in British G.P.

BELGIAN GP, FRENCH GP,
BRITISH GP.
FERRARIS continued on theil' win·
ning way duri ng June and July
winning all three of the Wodd
Championship events held during
that period; the Belgian and Brit·
ish events we re almost runaway
victories but the Ferrari team lost
all its cars in the French Grand
Prix only to be saved by the privately entered FelTari d ri ven by
Giancarlo BagheUi. the young Ital·
ian prodigy who fought out a great
duel with the Porsches of Bonnier
and Gurney.
At the Belgian G.P. held on the
tremendously fast S pa circuit not
fa r fro m the capital, Brussels, the
Fen'ari lea rn overwhelmed the
British cars whose Climax engines
were giving around 40 b.h.p. to the
Italian cars. Tn a really fast cal' the
long. twisting Spa·Fr ancorchamps

circuit, public roads closed fOI' the
day, I'equttes real bravery to take
the faster swerves at speeds of over
160 m.p.h. a nd a number of drivers
have lost their lives at this track
incl uding Dick Seama n, Arch ie
Scott·Brown and in more recen t
limes Alan Stacey and Chris Br is·
tow. The l l/:!· Iitl'e cars were not
much slowel' than last year's 2 V:!·
litre machines and Phil HiII's best
practice lap of 131.86 m.p.h. compares well with Brabham's speed
last year of 135.63 m.p.h. Another
casualty was claimed by the circuit
when Cliff Allison crashed in his
Lotus during practice. breaking
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both of his legs in a si m ilar fash ·
ion to Stiding Moss's accident last
yeat'. The fastest car other than a
Ferrari was J ohn Surtccs who man·
aged to lap in 4 mi n. 6 sees. exactly
6.7 seconds slower than Phi l Hill !
The race was a foregone conclu·
sion oC COursc and stra ight from
the s tart the four Fen'uri s of Hill,
von Trips, Ginthcr and Gendebien
went into the lead, changing plilces
from time to time, with Cendebien
m ixing it with the works drivers in
his Ferra r i which was painted yellow in honour of its driver ilnd his
cou ntry. Behind the red cars the
Brit ish drivers were in rca I t rouble:

7

TAKE A
GOOD LOOK
AT THE NEW

Fully in keeping with the great tradition of
quality for which the marque is renowned
throughout the world, numerous improvements
to the SKODA OCTAVIA have been effected
for 1961. Higher compression ratio, more
horsepower, still more convenient operation of
controls, fully reclining seats and highly enhanced appearance brings the standard of the
!-"',KODA OCT A VIA to perfection.

The fast and practical SKODA FELICIA
sports car combines an elegant sporting appearance with many worthwhile innovations.
You will appreciate the new, centrally mounted
floor shift and the FELICIA's powerful dependable new 4-cylinder OHV engine. A new
detachable hard-top adds year-round convenience. See the new range of SKODAS at your
nearest SKODA dealer today.

OMNITRADE LIMITED 1247 GUY STREET MONTREAL, QUEBEC
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French G.P,: Bastlet\l chasts C I ~rk's Lotus i n winnins effort

Brabham's Cooper blew up as did
Ireland's Lotus while Clark, Brooks.
McLaren and Graham Hill were a ll
in trouble, the hard-worked Climax
engines not lik ing the pace at all.
Moss couldn't do better than eighth,
while Surlees drove well to get his
Cooper into fifth place.
A1 three-quarter distance F errari
tea m-manager Tavoni signa lled that
Phil Hill was to take the lead and
he was followed by von Trips. Ginther and Gendebien, in which positions they finished, Iollowed home
by some very dispirited English
drivel'S ! After t his race the World
Championship points stand ings
gave Phil Hill the lead with 19
points, followed by von Trips with
18 and Moss and Ginther both having 12.
1\1oving on to Rheims, the centre
of lhe FI'Cnch Champagne industry,

where fastest lap on each pl'actice
day earns the dl'iver concerned 100
bottles of champagne, there were
no signs to indicate that the Ferrar i team would not domina te this
race. During practice they once
again dominated proceedings and
only Moss got any near, by tucki ng
in behind von Trips and being sucked along by the Ferrari's slipstream
Jim Clark also did a good time with
his Lotus and Baghetti was feeling
hi s way 'round in his first Grande

Epreuve. doing a modest 2 min. 30.5
sees.
Race day was extremely hot, but
this made no difference to the Ferraris and a t the start Phil Hill, von
Trips aO(J Ginthel' shot into the
lead with Moss gri mly trying to
hang on with the Lotus. The field
soon spli t up into groups, each car
slipstreaming the others in lurn
and providing quite a spectacle as
they scredmed past the pits at top
speed swerving from side to side to
try and shake oIT the following
drivers. Things looked settled once
more but sudde nly von Trips pulled
into his pit with water pouring
from the exhaust pipes and retired.
This did not worry Fe rraris much
but first Ginther then Hill spun;
Ginther lost little time but Hill did
his spin at the Thillois hairpin and
was smacked by Moss who was in
tenth place. This put Moss out of
the race with a b!!nt chassis but
Hill managed to rejoin aCter push
starting a lthough he was well down
the field.
This le ft
with
one
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team car, but young Baghelli was
fighUng it out for second place
with a whole bunch of cars including Bonn ier . Gurney, Clark. Ireland, i\'lcLaren and Graham Hill,
Ferrari received another shock
when Ginther came in and reported
tha t his oil pressure was low, but
the latest rules do not permit replenishm!!nt of oil during a race
so he was sent back into the race,
only to retire with no oil pressure.
Suddenly the pattern of the race
had changed entirely, for Dan Gurney came past in the lead in his
Porsehe with Baghetti and Bonnie r
hard on his heels. The last t!!n
breathless laps were fought out in
a mounting tide of excitement.
watched by millions on TV all over
Europe and many more thousands
in the heat beside the track at
Rheims. Young Baghetti refused to
be fiustered by the two Porsehe
drivers and after Bonnier dropped
back with engine troubles he and
Gurney fought out the fini sh . Baghetti cleverly slipstreamed Gurney
a lmost to the finish line and then

•

5Tt:8RO fREE FLm~ £i'I1FJLl5T SiSTEK FOR FASTER 6ETftW,llY
$39.50

FIAT 1200 and SPYDER

CORVAIR

If your car is an American Compact model or
an imported sedan or Sports car a STEBRO
Free.Flow.Exhaust System will a lso enhance
your automobile's performance. STEBRO
Automotive Products Inc. invites you to join
thousa nds of happy motorists the world over.
Order your STEBRO Fr~e- Flow-Ex h aust System

today.

$54.50

STEBRO MOTORS LTD.
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Ferr~'"

nipped out and just beat h im by a
wheel - so Ferrari had gained
anothcr v ictory and Bagheui had
won the first Grand Eprcuve he
had ever entered.
The British G.P. run on the soaking wet Aintrec circuit ncar Li ver pool was another Ferrari benefit,
but while the rain kept on Moss,
in the Rob Walker Lotus, drove
brilliantly to keep the Ferraris in
sight and for some time h e held
~nd place behind von Trips but
when the cir cuit began to dry the
Ferraris of HiJI and Gi nther passed
him. The brakes o f the Lotus began
to trouble Moss and a couple of
spins dropped him right back and
he eventually reti red the Lotus
with a broken brake pipe and took
over the four-wheel drive Ferguson
which Jack Fairma n h ad been driving, He showed t he potentialities
of this vehicle o n the wet track by
lapping at speeds a lmost as high as
those of the Ferraris but the car
was well back in the field. Jim
Clark held -fourth place in h is Lotus
until near the e nd when he retired.
giving fourth place to J ack Brabham, the reigning World Champion's best place so far this year.
Championship points are now, von
Trips 27, Phil Hill 25, Ginther 16
and Moss 12.

foufsome led by OI,v ier Gendebien on Belg,an G.P.

RENAULT vs CITROEN
Envious of t he sa les appeal of the
little 2CV Citroen econom y car.
Renault have at last decided to
hit back with a new front-wheel
drive veh icle on similar lines to
the 2CV. r;io precise details are
available yet but full detai ls will
be released in a m onth or two.
F IAT IMPROVEMENTS
Those two fine cars. the Fiat
1800 a nd 21(10 h ave recentl y been
improved upon by the factory. The
2 100 has been replaced by th e 2300
which features a larger e ngine of
2,219 c.c. giving 105 b.h.p.. making
the 2300 a genui ne 100 m.p.h . car.
Four headlamps have been incorporated in the design a nd disc
brakes are now fitted on a ll four
wheels. The rather soft suspension
oC the 2100 has been s tiffened
slightly for the 2300 model. The
1800, which will now become the
1800B is also fitted with the fourwheel disc brakes a nd an increase
in power to 86 b.h.p. shoulti put
t he car in the 90 m.p.h. bracket.
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A.C.- FORD
Most race-goers will be familiar
with the A.C. Ace-Bristol which is
able 10 show a clean pai r of heels
to many larger capacity ca rs, but
now Ken Rudd. well-known British
competition driver and tuner. has
commenced production of the Ace
fitted with the well-known FordZephyr engine. This 2 1.j:.!- litre uni t
on ly gives 90 b.h.p. in standard
form but with an aluminum cylinder head designed by Raymond
Mays. head of the B.R.M. design
leam and other mods including
triple Weber carburetors. the
Zephyr can turn out 170 b.h.p.
which should put t he Bristol engine
in the shade. Rudd uses a Moss
gearbox as ntted to the E-type
Jaguar so the re shou ld be no
trouble in lha t departmen t. One
other bonus - the cars should be
several hundrc<l dollars cheaper
than the Bristol-engine model, and
cheaper to service. Orders can be
placed with K. N. Rudd (Engineers) Ltd., High S treet. Worthing.
Sussex. England.

AND

Mol.VSIIP
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VEEDOL
A RACING BYWORD IN EUROPE AND ENGLAND

Now the choice of Racing Drivers in Canada

Nat Adams, 10 Action With "Miss Veedol" XK·SS Jaguar, Relies Exclu sively On Veedol Motor Oil &. Veedol Gear Lubricants.

VEEDOL GIVES YOUR CAR EVERYTHING DRIVERS DEMAND
Veedol Is manulactured, blended, packaged and distributed In Canad a by Tidewater all Company (Canada) Ltd.

Technically, Veedol Molor Oils are more advanced and
more ex pensive to produce th an ordinary oils - - bul
they 8rl! marketed at competitive prices.

Choose one of three Motor Oil grades for your car ...

Veedol

Veedol

10-30

Heavy Duty
Pl us

Multl srade

Veedol

Premiu m

The World's most famous Motor Oil - in over 80 Countries
TIDEWATER OIL COMPANY CANADA) LTD.
Winnipeg -

SPORTS CAR CLUBS!
12

TORONTO _

Montreal

Veeijol' s Sports Car Racing Film is available from above Offices f or showings.

The Automotive Language

by Dick SY8011 M.S.A.E.

I

The past decade has seen a remarkable renewal of
interest in the automobile as something more than
mere transportation; sales of European and more recently North American compact cars have increased
year by year, more and more people arc joining car
clubs and taking part in rallies and si milar events, and
the interest in sports car racing is well illustrated by
the tremendous c rowds attendi ng the recent International event at Mospor l Park .
However. many of the newcomers to motorsport particularly on the d istaff side - find difficulty in
understanding the talk of the "aflcionados", and the
followi ng glossary is an a ttempt to explain some of
the more common terms.
b.rn.c.p. - Brake Mea n Effective Pressure. This is
a hypothetical pressure wh ich is calculated from a
measurement of the power developed by an engine,
and is the pressure which can be assu med to worl<'
on the lOp o f each p iston during the working stroke,
a fler deducting t he pressure lost in overcoming friction, pumping, etc.
Brake Fade - During heavy o r frequent use t he
brakes on many cars loose their effect iveness, mainl y
because the heat generated decreases the coefficient o f
lriction between the brake lining and drum, and also
because expansion of the drum means that the brake
shOES must move out further in turn requiring greater
pedal travel. Th is loss of braking is known as "brake
fade",
Camber
When the wheels of a car arc viewed
from the front or rcar of the car it will often be noted
that they are no t vertical w ith respect to the road.
Positive Camber is present wh en the top of the wheel
is furth er out from the centre of the car than is the
bottom, whilc Negative Camber means the botlom of
the wheel is fUl'ther out than the top.
Carburetor - an apparatus for mixing air and
gasoline in the COITect p roportions for efficient combustion in the engine. A downdraught carburetor Is
one in which air e nter s at the top, and thus a sidedraught carburetor is one in which air enters at the
side,
Cente r of Gravity - a I>oint at which the entire
weight of a vehicle can be considered to be concentrated. H a car could be picked up at its center of
gravity - say by a large crane - it would balance
perfectly however it were tipped.
Compression Ratio in any engine, the ratio
between the volume of one of its cylinders when the
plstoll is at the bottom of its stroke and tbe volume
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when the piston is at the top o f its stroke. ( Generally
all cyli nders in a n y given engine have the same compression ratio.)
Cornering Force - the (orce. measured at rightangles to the tire, developed by a vehicle turning a
corner.
Cornering Power the amount of side thrust
exerted by a tire cornering with a sli p angle of 1 deg.
T ires with greater cornering powel' are those which
produce the g reatest side thrust.
DeDion Rear Suspension - a non-independent rear
suspension in which the final drive be,'el gears, difterential and their casing are mounted directly to the
chassis, and the wheels are driven by flexibly jointed
sh alls incorIXlrati ng s liding joints to permit sm a ll
changes in length, The wheels a r e supported by a
"dead" axle (i.e. one which is not driven) freque ntly
termed a DeDion tube,
Detonation the instantaneous bUt'ning o f the
last portion of the fu el/air mixture to be ignited
during the combustion process in an automobile cylinder. This insta n taneo us burning procedure very ra pidly increaS(>s the pressure in the cylinder, wh ich in
turn is responsible for the audible '"knock'" sometimes
called "pinking" .
D irectional Stability - the q ua lity designed and

Sketch shows typ ical si de·drausht carburetor

"

,p~1"'&4
Safety-built for all driving conditions.

ROAD~GRIP. The
new SEMPERIT SPORT and SUPER-SPORT tires have a minimum of road
resistance, and, at the same time. through proper cord composition a nd correctly
designed treads which ensure the necessary all-round tensile strength, provide a

MINIMUM OF ROAD RESISTANCE WITH MAXIMUM

maximum of road-grip in curves and at all angles.
THE MOST MODERN NON-SKI D PROTECTION. Sturdy ridges and grooves

running lengthwise - the last word in t read design - give high traction and
freedom from skidding. Increased road-grip - through a new type of tread
"cross-cut", Higher braking traction - resulting from the above combinations.

R
SEMPKURT SALES LIMITED, 405 Railway Street, Vancouver, B.C.
THE CHECKERED FLAG COMPANY, 4 Alcorn Ave" Toronto, Ont.
CLINIQUE AUSTIN 850 MESSIER, 4584 Papineau St., Montreal, P.Q.
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built into a car which leads it to maintain the path
in which it is directed, without steering correction.
Hotchkiss rear axle --:- a non-independent rear
axle, supported and located by leaf springs, and powered by a drive shaft universally jointed at both its
ends.
Independent Suspension an arrangement of
springs and axles such that a wheel on one side of a
car can move up and down without affecting the
corresponding wheel on the opposite side of the car.
Such an arrangement at the front of a car is frequently abbreviated to U.s. and at the rear to i.r.s., and
when applied to all four wheels is termed "fully independent".
Jounce - the position of a wheel when its suspension is compressed to its limit as it might be after
hitting a large bump.
Oversteer - a condition when a car is turning a
corner, or being acted on by a side force - such as
wind or road camber - and the slip angle of the front
tires is less than that of the rear tires; that is, the
car turns more sharply than the position of the steered wheels would lead one to expect.
Radius Rods - or radius arms, links which are
used in a suspension to locate the axles and/or wheels
relative to the car.
Roll Centre -:- the point about which a car's wheels
effectively pivot, with respect to the body, when they
move up and down; and hence the point about which
the car will "lean" as it turns a corner.

Skid - an unstable condit~on resulting from loss
of grip between road wheels and road surface.
Slip Angle - the angle which a tire assumes "relative to the direction in which a car is travelling. The
side thrust which a tire develops is entirely dependent
on sclip angle for its generation.
Suspension Rate - a numerical value for the load
required to deflect a car's suspension by a given
amount .(Usually measured in pounds per inch.)
Swing Axle Suspension - an independent type of
suspension in which the wheels are supported, and
driven, by axles which pivot about a point near the
center of a car.
Tread - also known as track, the distance from
the centre of the tread of the tire on one side of a
car to the centre of the tread of the corresponding tire
on the opposite side of the car.
Understeer - a condition when a car is turning a
corner or being acted on by a side force, and the slip
angle of the front tires is greater than that of the rear
tires; that is, the car turns less sharply than the position of the steered wheels would lead one to expect.
Wheelbase - the distance between the point where
the front wheel makes contact with the ground and
the point where the rear wheel, on the same side of
the car, makes contact with the ground. In practice
since the contact between wheels and ground is not a
point but a contact area, the distance between front
and rear wheel centres is generally accepted.

Independent front suspension (ifs).
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Canadian Sportsman Charles Rathgeb Jr. Takes To Wheels Tn An Effort To Put Canada On The Racing Map

Green and white, as almost everyone knows, are
Canada's international racing colours. Green and
white, as considerably fewer people may know, also
identify the Canadian Comstock Company under
whose regis Bill Sadler built his celebrated rear~engined
cars.
The Comstock firm's involvement in racing can be
traced largely to the enthusiasm of a single individual
in that organization. He is Charles I. Rathgeb Junior,
Vice President of Canadian Comstock and a manyfaceted sportsman to whom motor racing is but one
of several active diversions.
There are those who regard the interest of large
business enterprises in motorsport with a beady eye.
These cynics will find Mr. Rathgeb and the Comstock
group barren ground indeed for charges of commercial
exploitation and similar non~sporting practices. Comstock is a construction firm, and no construction firm
known has ever grown fat from the profits of racing
pUblicity. Unlike the effects hoped for by oil or tire
companies who participate in motorsport, Comst9ck
can hardly expect its racing successes to mean a sudden flood of new construction jobs.
Charles Rathgeb himself comes by his interest in
racing quite naturally, after an active life which has
included, at one time or another, such adventurous
and essentially non-commercial pursuits as bobsledding, mountain climbing and a tour with the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police.
The man behind the Comstock Sadlers is a physi~
cally formidable dynamo, standing a solid six feetplus and distinguished by an ever-present cigar which
only occasionally interrupts a booming voice. Rathgeb
is alert, fluent and not given to mincing words. He
obviously thinks before speaking, and his mind like his
words moves quickly.
'6

Born in Trois Rivieres, Quebec, and educated at
Upper Canada College in Toronto, Rathgeb Junior
spent three years in the R.C.M.P. before the outbreak
of World War Two, then another five years serving in
the Royal Canadian Navy. After the war he joined
the Canadian Comstock Company and has been concerned with its construction projects since.
His most recent participation in sports, prior to the
Sadler endeavour, was as a member of the 1959 Canadian Olympic bobsledding team at St. Moritz in
Switzerland. He missed the 1960 event, held at Cortina
in Italy, because he happened to be in Japan at the
time. In 1961 at Lake Placid N.Y. he coached the twosled Canadian team.
Recently Rathgeb was a member of the Canadian
international tuna-fishing team which competed with
eight other nations in the Bahamas. Horse racing is
yet another interest, and horses from the Union Jack
stables operated together with a partner, Colonel C.
Baker, ran twice and won twice this spring.
A Ring at mountain climbing while he was living
at Jasper, Alberta proved adventurous but somewhat
taxing and Rathgeb has forsaken this diversion in
favour of less strenuous ones such as golf, as befits a
man of middle age.
The Comstock-Sadler liaison really began two years
ago. St. Catharines, Ontario, is the home of Bill Sadler
and also the site of one of Canadian Comstock's offices.
During a business visit there, Charles Rathgeb decided
to take a look at Sadler's shop, having been more or
less interested in cars all his life and having heard
vague reports on the young designer~builder-driver.
Rathgeb talked with Sadler but nothing concrete
arose from this first meeting. A seed was planted,
however, and after a year's lapse it bore fruit. In the
fall of 1960 Rathgeb was visited by Grant Clark.
Clark had just finished a highly successful racing

season in his Autin Healey, with which he had captured the C.R.D.A. Eastern Canadian Racing Championship. He outlined his desire to move up to something bigger and at the same time talked of the
Mosport track. The combination of Clark's promotion
and Rathgeb's latent interest clicked, and thus was
created the Comstock Racing Team. Though not
mentioned in the organization's name, Clark is an integral part of the group and has been from the start.
Once given the green light Sadler set about building two racing cars for the 1961 season, and formidable designs they were. For the first time in his career,
Sadler had the facilities to develop, virtually from the
ground up, a car of high performance without compromising every step of the way for cost's sake. A
racing car built on a tight budget will necessary lose
either in performance or reliability - or both - and
Sadler's previous efforts, hampered as they had to be
by financial consideration, paid this penalty frustratingly often.
Building successful raCing cars is not cheap, as
Charles Rathgeb quickly admits. Competition is flerce
and the rewards - when there are rewards - fleeting.
Why the Comstock venture, then, a venture hardly
calculated for quick profits yet requiring comparatively large financial outlay? The answer to this lies
largely in the personality of Charles Rathgeb Jr., and
is best expressed in his own words.
"There are really three reasons", he states. "First,
I've always been interested in cars, though the war
came along at a time when normally T might have
been active in racing as a driver. Second, I believe it's
possible for Canadians to compete in Canadian cars in
North American racing and do well. And third, and
very indefinite maybe, perhaps we can eventually produce other cars for sale."
National pride would seem to easily outdistance
the other factors in the Rathgeb racing interest. Continually recurring in his discussion of the subject is
a strong desire to see the green and white of this

.,

following fir1lt fling at racing (in Sadler F. Jr.)
Rfttllgeb looks satisfied willi resu lts.
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country paramount or at least truly competitive in
North American motorsport.
There is no blatant flag-waving in Charles Rathgeb's quest, however. He is a native Canadian with
wide experience in international competition, whose
own strong competitive nature combined with patriotism has fostered a strong desire to see this country
excel at sport. First-hand experience in other sports
where Canada has been an also-ran has no doubt served to stoke his fires even more.
"There seems to be a feeling that Canadians can't
do well enough to win in international competition",
Rathgeb says. "I say nuts to that. We decided to build
the cars and give them a try both here in Canada and
in some American races."
The Corvette-powered Comstock-Sadlers were barely completed in time for the season's flrst races and
have used the first half of the campaign largely for
experimentation and practical experience. Even though
still in a formative state, however, the results have
been impressive.
In the powerful white cars' first serious outing (the
Player's 200 in June at Mosport), Bill Sadler in the
more potent 365 cu. in. version was disabled by transmission bugs but Grant Clark stroked his 327 cu. in.
machine to flfth overall, overtaking Olivier Gendebien
at the close of the second heat.
The cars have been transferred from Sadler's shopto Comstock's quarters where they receive constant
attention and where continuous refinements and modifications are made. A month after their Mosport appearance they were loaded into their special Comstock
van and toted to Meadowdale Raceway near Chicago
for their stiffest test yet.
If the Comstock-Sadlers were impressive at Mosport
they were even more so at Meadowdale. Thrown into
the S.C.C.A. Championship races against all comers
- and there were a snarling gridful - the Canadian
interlopers stunned the crowd by taking second and
sixth places, and missed first only by a whisker.

cr-..,...-'

Class win for Grant Clark at Mosport brings Rathgeb out with checkered ""g.
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Strategy huddle

• Rathgeb confers with drivers Clark and Shaw.

Due to the bureaucratic squabble between the
F.I.A., the S.C.C.A., the U.S.A.C. and the C.A.S.C.
Grant Clark and Bill Sadler didn't drive. In their
places were Peter Ryan and Dan Shaw, · who had'nt
committed the unpardonable sin of competing in the
Player's 200. L ined up against the Sadlers were, among
others, Roger Penske's Birdcage Maserati, Augie
Pabst's Ferrari Testa Rossa, Alan ConneU's Maserati,
the Porsche RS-61's of Bob Holbert and Bob Donner,
and Henry Heuer's Scarab with a powerful supporting
cast of Ferraris and Porsches.
Ryan, driving the hotter Sadler, worked his way up
to the lead and was comfortably in front of Penske's
Birdcage when on the final lap a pair of spins shoved
him bac\( into second. It was Ryan's unfamiliarity
with the Meadowdale circuit rather than carelessness
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which lost the race, and though a win would have
been sweet indeed the Comstock-Sadlers proved their
worth. Shaw, who had never even driven on a road
course previously, fought his way from back in the
pack to finish a creditable sixth overall.
Rathgeb's crew were justifiably proud of their
showing but are hardly resting on their laurels. " It
was just a flash in the pan", Rathgeb comments.
To prove that the Meadowdale success was no
freak the Comstock-Sadlers will run in other American
events this season and tentative plans have them running in California before going to Nassau in December.
The lure of the big-time doesn't mean they will disappear from Canadian events, however; Rathgeb is
conscious of a certain loyalty to the Canadian sport
and as often as is possible the cars will appear here.
Rathgeb views the Comstock Racing Team as
just that- a team. To him, this is one of the most
appealing angles although he finds a good deal of individualism among the racing fraternity. " If you think
some businessmen are individualists, you should see
some of these fellows!", he shrugs. But he isn't complaining. "You have to be a little bit nuts yourself to
be in the sport."
The organization he has assembleo has earned
Charles Rathgeb's endorsement. He is impressed with
Bill Sadler's engineering talents, with mechanic Doug
Duncan's engine wizardry and Grant Clark's driving
ability. Recently, another member joined the team Peter Ryan, whose Lotus 19 will now race as part of
the Comstock stable in order, Rathgeb says, "to give
us more balance. The Sadler cars are good for some
tracks and the Lotus for others".
Does he worry about the dangers of racing? "It
doesn't appear as dangerous as bobsledding", Rathgeb
says. "Not anywhere near as dangerous. Safety standards in racing have gone a long way to obviate serious
dangers."
As a newcomer to the sport, Charles Rathgeb has
some interesting observations.
"1 think it has great potentiality as a spectator
sport. Canadians are strong supporters of football and
hockey, but as yet there isn't a similar summer sport
to fill the gap_ Racing could be it- if we have really
good cars and really good drivers." To achieve this,
he believes it will be necessary to offer greater prize
money and starting money to attract big names.
The team racing system would come into its own
in this case, Rathgeb believes. More good drivers would
band together to race better cars.
"Canadian racing seems to be at a crossroad today", thinks Rathgeb. "Is it going to swing into a
spectator sport? Is the crowd going to be it instead
of the participants? If so, the whole thing must
change."
, Mosport appears to Rathgeb as "a fabulous place"
after having visited a few American circuits of the
same type, and he is similarly impressed by the quality of Canadian racing. "Considering the short season
here, we have some excellent drivers."
Plans for the future are indefinite. At the end of
this season, the Comstock team will decide on what to
do next year. But going on past experiences Chuck
Rathgeb is not a man to quit before proving his point.

SUPPORT THE SPOR I

IT 'S THE MODERN THING TO DO

.. .THROUGH MOSPORT PARK
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cr&T ROAD lEST
G.S. M. Delta

A Daslli719 Newcomer From Over 'ome

England h as long been the breeding-ground of
hybrid sports cars, built up from more or less prosaic
components a nd covered over with body shapes ranging f ro m indifferent to mela ncholy. Because of their
home-made nature, few of these cars get much beyond
the prototype stage and fe wer still escape overseas to

Canada.
The G.S.M. Delta is a happy exception to most of
the above rules. While it s components for economy's
sake are more reliable tha n exotic, the Delta has been
given a distinctly attractive fibergla s hide. And rts
ma kers, aware of the market for sports cars in this
country, have arranged to make their product available h ere through Delta Distributors Canada Regd.
Two ways to ma ke a car perform well are to m ake
it powerful e nough to drag any amount of weiglJ:t
around , or as light as possible so that good performance is possible from a small a nd not terribly fussy
engi ne, Delta has chosen the latter course. Total
weight is less than 1300 lbs., largely due to fiberglas.
and it's moved about by a Ford Anglia 105E engine,
997 cc's abetted by a Weber carburetor a nd various
Delta-fashioned mod iHcations. The resultant 70 hp
more than does the job.
T he best endorse rn ~ n t of the Delta's s tyling lies in
t he attention the car received during our test. We
noticed more turned heads in this car than in any
we've yet tested. Especially from the rear, the Delta
exudes s peed. Its hood is long and low, ending in a
sculptured ridge in front which blends neatly into the
headlight housings. From the side, the Delta is dartshaped. Fender and door lines rise into fins just aft of
the cockpit, and our sole qu ibble with the car's looks
is with the slightly broken-backed look created by the
fin levelling off instead of carrying on the body's gradual tailward rise. With the ha rdtop in place, however,
this peculiarity diminishes,
Wraparound bumpers provide adeq uate parking
protection without spoiling the sporty appearance of
20

the Delta. Doo.s are wide a nd low and open via a
recessed knob which turns upward.
Seats in the Delta were among the most comfortable and efficient we have found in a.ny sports car,
and allow for a driving position second to none. Driving is made especially pleasurable because a woodrimmed steering wheel is used, positioned for a clear
look at the tach, speedometer and other instruments
mounted in a very Porsche Speedster-like cluster. The
instrument panel is covered in black leather, with a
la rge open glove compartment on the passenger's side
a nd a central panel carQ' ing all control knobs a nd the
ignition switch. Extra stowage room is gained through
pockets in both doors, but large parcels must go in
the trunk because there is no room behi nd the seats.
A fast a nd positive clutch makes for snappy starts,
but firs t gear is useful for little more than getting
underway. Second is robust and hard throttle produces
a frankly hairy blast from the exhaust. The leap to
third is a long one, most noticeable in downshifting to
second. Without double-clutching we fo und this movement awkward ; there's a wide gap a nd a disconcerting
howl unless shifts are made from third at low speeds.
After a few test la ps a round the Mosport course
we felt the Delta would forgive almost anything.
Careful a ttent ion has been given to weight distribu·
t ion (the e ngine sits well beh ind the front wheels)
and the Delta's wide stance really gr ips the road. with
the result that with the power on ha nd it's almost
impossible to get into serious trouble. Steering is light
without being touchy. Deliberately provoking the rear
end resulted in a n easily corrected slide with plenty
of warning.
Our test ca r was hardly broke n in, with only slightly more than 1300 miles regis tered on the odometer
so flat -out speed runs were unadvisable. However it
should be no trouble to push a well-tuned Delta to the
100 mph mark.
The Delta looks, feels and acts like a sports-racing

car so its supple ride was almost an unexpected extra.
Certain miscellaneous squeaks and groans in the fiberglas body were noticeable on rough roads but even at
speed, with the hardtop bolted in place, the car refused
to rattle. Workmanship was well above average for a
glass-bodied car, and we understand the few rough
spots encountered on our test car were due to its
being a prototype model and won't appear in subsequent production models. Future Deltas will come
off a cast iron mold instead of the Hypoxite system
now used.
The somewhat cavernous hardtop supplied as standard equipment seems to be a · point of argument.
Some like it, some don't. Functionally it's successful,
allowing generous headroom and good rearward visi-

bility through its canted rear window, though some
penalty is paid by its blind quarters.
Trunk room is about average for a sports car of
this size, no doubt made larger by moving the spare
wheel to the front where it's mounted ahead of the
radiator and is visible through the naITOw grille slots.
We heartily approve of the Delta, not only because
it was great fun to drive but because with little preparation it could also be great fun to race. And in either
use, this is a well-finished, handsome automobile. Unlike many of its limited-production brethren, the Delta
suffers little from not being a widely mass-produced
car. Future models will carry the 70 hp engine as
standard equipment, which should clinch the deal for
many sports-minded buyers.
SPECIFICATIONS
Model Tested; 1961 G.S.M. Delta
Type; Sports
Seating Capacity: Two
Price: $2795 (Toronto)
ENGINE
Cylinders: 4 in line, water cooled
Bore and Stroke: 80.9 mm. x 48.4 mm.
Displacement: 997 cc.
BHP: 60 S.A.E.
Compression Ratio; B.9;1

Profi le view emphasizes clean lines.
DIMENSIONS
Wheelbase: 87 ins.
Track • Front: 48 i ns.
Rear: 47\h: ins
Length Overall: 145 ins.
Width Overall;

60'/2

ins.

Helsht Overall: 46 ins.
Ground Clearance: 6 ins.
Tesl Weight: 1430 Ibs.

DRIVE AND SUSPENSION
Transmission: Ford 107E Synchromesh on '
2nd. 3rd and top. Ratios; 4 .11, 2.42, 1;1.
Rear Axle; Ford 100E. Ratio 4.429:1.
Suspension:'. Front: Tran sverse leaf springs
Rear. Coil springs, solid rear
axle.
Hardtop Is ansled

a

la AnSli a

Steering: Burman steering gear with three
part track rOd . Turns lock to lock
2 1;'
Tires: 5.20 x 13 ins.
Brakes: Girling Hydraulic 8"
2 I.s. Rear; I & t .

x II;''' . Front;

PERFORMANCE
0 ·30 mph . 4.0
040 mph· 6.2
0 ·50 mph · 9 .6
0·60 mph· 12.9
0·70 mph - 19.0
Best speed - 98 mph.
Timing Equipment: S. Smith & Son.
Wilber carbo decorates compact engine layout.
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cr&T ROAD 1EST
Borgward Isabella

_'t

A Wolf in 8heepi8h Clothing

THE FACT THAT THE BORGWARD ISABELLA
has never made more than a modest dent in the Canadian a utomobile market is hardly a reflection on the
car itscli. Borgwards have never really been pushed in
Canada. They remain an unknown quantity to most
car buyers in this country, despite the fact that Borgward cars have sold well for ten years in most other
parts of the world. This German firm has recently,
been beset by management and financial problems
which cast doubt on its future, but at press time there
was still hope of continuing production of the Isabella
series and CT&T decided to take a look at the car
whose fate is presently in question.
There are two Isabella sedans; the standard 65 hp
version and the TS (Touring Sport), for those who
want some sport in their touring. This slightly costlier
model has various deluxe trim features plus a livelier
engine of 82 hp. Compression ratio of the TS is 8.2: 1
compared to the standard Isabella's 7.0:1, and it also
carries dual Solex carburetors to the Isabellas one. Our
test car was a TS, loaned to CT&T by Beach Auto
Electric of Toronto.
Wide and somewhat squat in appearance, the Borg.
ward looks bigger than it is . . perhaps because it
perches on 13" wheels which seem to be holding up a
lot of car. Styling isn't exactly contemporary, but
neither is It old·fashioned. In fact it's a little bit of
everything and the end result is therefore rather indlft'·
erent. But the Borgward is as solid as a pyramid and
conveys this impression clearly. There's enough chrome
barricading around the bumpers to ward off the heftiest parking menace. And the chrome--inspecting, doorslamming buyer will find little reason for complaint in
this car, unobtrusively well~made in traditional German fashion.
The two-door unit Construction body is deceptively
roomy. Being a family-type car rather than primarily
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a sporting one, the Isabella uses deep and wide seats,
bench.type in back and separate In front. These front
seats can't even vaguely qualify as buckets but they
are comfortable and they recline fully. Ample front
leg room is provided by squaring oft' the firewall and
making a box shape of the scuttle. Interior trim is
gracious rather than gaudy, and well finished with such
fillips as a clock, cigar lighter, separate heater controls
for driver and pasenger, and roomy storage pockets in
the doors.
Visibility fore, aft and a midships is beyond criticism, though the rather awkward-looking forward vent
panes are operated by an even more awkward plastic
knob when a simple crank would seem sufficient.
Borgward's earlier instrument layouts were models
of common-sense offering round dials for swift, uncomplicated reference. The newer model features a stylized
Instrument cluster involving a horizontal red-line
speedometer and small gauges and lights set in squarish slots. It's not difficult to read but does seem unnecessarily cute.
While the dashboard itself is a fair distance away
from the driver, the steering column extends beyond it
enough to create a slightly crowded feeling for those
preferring a straight-arm 'driving position. The TS'
four-speed, all syncromesh column shift felt tight and
criSp during aU operations, responding well to fast
shifts up or down and being nicely spaced for energetic
city driving. Little tugging is required for changes;
the lever springs out at a touch,
A four-cylinder, 1493-cc ohv engine yanks the
Borgward through its paces with real zest in the lower
ranges, the added spunk of those extra TS horses obvIously assisting, The TS name and added cost really
seem worthwhile, though, a t speeds over 60, There's
a lot of pull left in top gear even at these speeds and
the speedometer ribbon traces a smooth eastward path

,

-...

RlCtsMd .p.r. t ire leevel t ru nk unclutte"d.

to the accompaniment of a husky but civilized exhaust
note. Cruising at 80 would be no strain in this car. As
U.s name suggests this is the TS' real element - - high
speed touring with minimum strain and maximum
comfort. The combination of available window openings makes for good ventilation ; the large rear quarter
windows crack open enough to anow a decent flow of
air without the buffeting often encounterd in tour ing
cars at cruising speeds.
A system utilizing wishbones and coil springs at
front and coil springs at the rear lends the Isabella a
gentle ride, yet tenacious if need be ove r rough surfaces . This suspension system , reminiscent at a glance
01 Volkswagens with its toed-in rear wheels, it Is undoubtedly one of the Borgward's greatest selling points
as a smooth trip over a particularly rough gravel road
showed us.
Another pleasant revelation was the Isabella's cornering ability. Despite its girth and its 2,380 Ibs. - - not
to mention its sedate personality - - this car can be
literally flung through turns without scaring occupail'ts
out of their wits. The steering feels heavy and stiff
initially in comparison to most cars of this size, but
after a little familiarizatio n we became perfectly at
home. With the right touch. the TS can be cornered to

Int.rlor is w.II·'ppointed

match its speed. A ride with a veteran Borgward
owner confinned this as well as providing us with
renewed respect for the car's over-all capabilities.
Even on the mediaeval pave' of downtown Toronto,
the Borgward delivers a rattle-free ride-thanks to its
unit body and independent suspension. Fuel consumption averaged 28 mpg in combined city and highway
driving, revealing that even with its extra performance the TS pays little or no premium in operating
economy.
A squarish stern allows good trunk room, flatfloored and uncluttered since the spare wheel is recessed beneath the floor. The jack is held by clamps
to one side.
After our experience with the Isabella TS, we
came away believing that this would be a pleasant car
to live with over many thousand miles of drivi ng. A
comparatively stiff price of just over $3,000 is worthwhile when one realizes that this automobile will undoubtedly stand up for many years without major
repairs. It seems unfortunate that difficulties in no wa y
associated with the worth of the car threaten to prematurely stifle its life. We hope Borgward can recover
from the present travails and continue to produce this
attractive touring car.
8ORGWARO ISABElLA TS SPECI FICATIONS
Se.tinl c.pacity: Fr...
T)'pe: Sedan
Price: $3085
ENGtN E
C)'lInders: 4 in li ne. water COOled.
Dis.placement: 1493 a:
BHP: 82 S.A.E.
DIMENSIONS
W,-"Ib..e: 102.34 in'.
Track: Front; 5 2 .58 ins.
Rur; 53.54 In,.
Length Over.lI: 172.8 1 in,.
Hellht Over.lI: 57.70 Ins.
Test Weight: 2821 Ibs.

\

80fe " Stroke: 75 " 84.5 mm.
Torque: 83.8 Ibs·«
ComprflJion r.tlo: 1:8 .2

Width (Ner.lI: 67.65 ins.
Grouncl CIe.rule.: 6.89 in'.

DRI VE AND SUSPENSION
T,.n.mlulon: Ge.rshift lever on .teering column . Four forward
speeds, full)' s),nchronized, one rew .....
Suspen5ion: Front; Independent with coil 'prings .nd telescopic
shock .b.orber!.
Rur: Spilt relr allies, coi l 'pril'lgs .nd telescopic
Shock absorbers.
Steerinc. If roll.r segment
Tumi ns C1n:1e: 36.09 ft.
EllIClrfee l System: 12 \loll
Tires: 5.90 " 13
PERFORMANC E

Times:

0 ·30 . . 4.5

Towerlnll OII.rriders protect tll4l TS

CanadG TT"ac" c:5 TrtJ[Jic/ Beptember, 196,1

5ecS.

0-40 . . 7.8

5ecS.

0·50 .. 11 sec..
0·60 .. 17.1 see,.
0-70 . . 23.2 see,.
Best Speed · . 94 mph.
Tim in, Equipment: S. Smith & Son.
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TIDS FRIEND of mine, I should teU you 'about him.
He was a Writer, with a capital W. He'd been writing
a novel about Life f or seven and a hall years, but most
of the time he did a magazine column and different
articles that earned him a nice little income.
His name was Jerry Smith. but he called himself
J eremy Smythe after he started writing. You know
the kind, not exactly a phony, but maybe trying too
hard to give the r ight impression. At least his idea of
the right impression, which was partly made up of
tweed sports jackets with lea ther elbow pa tches,
smoking funny-smelling tobacco in odd-looking, curly
pipes and going to forei gn movies where they didn't
show subtitles. That sort of jazz.
J eremy was so avant-garde he went to all the flop
plays, wore the season-after-next's styles, and listened
to real weird records, like whaling songs and Japanese
balalaika music. And on an ordinary phonograph because to J eremy , stereo was old-fashioned.
A couple of years ago, Jeremy traded in his old
Mercury and bought a second-ha nd Healey.
Those sixty-cent magazines, the one with articles
on How To Enjoy A Week's Holiday in E urope For
Only Ten Thousand Dolla rs, they started it all with
the stories about the Portago Death-Wish and fancy
coloured· pictures of old Bugattis. Pretty soon all the
Walter Mittys in the crowd read thi s stuff, and start
imagining themselves roaring up to the Cannes Film
Festival in F accl-Vegas with Brigitte Bardot in the
passenger's seat. They soak up a few impressive
names, a few technical terms, maybe cadge a ride in
somebody's Jag, and before long they're casi ng the
imported car dealershi ps a nd learni ng how to pronounce those foreign names right.

THE
DECLINE
AND
FALL OF
JEREMY
SMYTHE

Some people just shouldn't drive
sports cars. There ought to be a
law to protect them-not the
people, the cars.

STORY BY BRUCE McCALL/ ILLUSTRATIONS BY DOUG JOHNSON
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Well, J eremy wasn't quite like that. He couldn't
hack around in an American car anymore s imply because they were too plebian, too conventional. J eremy
sa id he was a n "i ndividualist", and his car, like his
clothes and hi s other tastes, had to express the real
him. But he considered sports car drivers a vulgar
bunch, "too raw", to use his words, so he sort of
backed off from associating wth them. Jeremy was
s tuck in the middle. I t was either drive a sports car
or go along with the He rd, as he called them , or get
a big ca r. I think he always considered small cars
beneath his dignity; they were for European plebians.
Anyway, he compromised. He bought the Healey, then
drove it like a Buick.
Some people just shouldn't drive sports cars. I
mean, there ought to be a law to protect them. Not
the people, the cars.
You probably get what I'm driving at, so to speak.
Sports cars need to be unde rstood. Stirling Moss could
put it better tha n me, but like the Spanish say, you've
got to be Sympatico. Seat of the pa nts, tips of the
fingers, all that stuff.
It's like putting a thoroughbred horse on a milkwagon to hand the keys or a good sports car over to
some imbecile who just wants to pretend. While he's
padding his well upholstered ego on the well uphols tered seat of some hairy bolide that he can't even
downshift in, there are thousands of guys running
around in misery, trying to play Fangio in their Morris

Minors, dreaming of the day when they can get their
hands on some exotic machinery. Like me.
There was Jeremy in his Healey. And me in my
Minor. He'd tool around town in the Healey, starting
off in second and square things like that, but he didn't
care. With his Healey, the way he drove it, Jeremy
could achieve just the effect he wanted. That is, he
could seem different to everybody else, but he didn't
have to actually be different. He said he was in rebellion against the Hidden Persuaders who fdrced everyone else to buy big cars, but he wasn't any sports car
nut. He was a Free Soul.
Jeremy always looked out of place around sports
car people. I used to go with him when he had the
Healey serviced, and somehow this jaunty figure, in
his yellow suede coat and pointed little Italian shoes,
was sort of lost, out of his element. Ten minutes or so,
standing around the shop with nothing to look at but
mechanics' backs, 1943 calendars and machinery, and
poor Jeremy started to get stir-crazy. Then they'd tell
him what his car needed, he'd nod his head wisely like
he had some idea of what they were talking about which he didn't, not the faintest - and gravely ask
such penetrating questions as, "How long will it
take?" or "How much will it cost?" A mechanic's
dream.
I'll say this much for him, Jeremy never deliberately tried to put up a false front. He never passed
himself off as something he wasn't. And he sure wasn't
an enthusiast.
Now and then, when he wasn't looking for something obscure to write about, Jeremy would pick me
up and we'd go for a drive in his Healey. I think he
sensed my disapproving air about his driving, becA\Ise
he always seemed to make a point of showing me how
fast a driver he was, and how he could pour it on in
the corners. He was fast alright, and he did pour it
on in the corners, but not like anything I'd ever seen
or read.
.;.
I'd try and act relaxed, elaborately nonchalant and
unconcerned that in the next curve, Jeremy's surplus
of fervor and utter lack of finesse might demolish the
car, Jeremy and me. With the luck that attends the
blissfully ignorant, nothing ever happened, miraculouslyenough. We'd go barrelling into a tight turn on
the outside; the tires would squeal, .the whole car
would wiggle and slither, and the rear end started
heading for parts unknown. But Jeremy would just
keep on talking about Zen or the essays of Montagne,
braking in the middle of the curve or putting his foot
in it when he should have been backing off, holding
the wheel with one hand and lighting one of his curly
pipes with the other. Incredible.
Jeremy wasn't exactly smug or supercilious around
me, but he had a way of making people feel, well, sort
of inferior. Like when I was headed for a rally or a
club meeting, and he happened by, he'd kind of smirk
cOndescendingly and generally make me feel as if I
were about to jOin a group of slow-minded idiots in a
sandpile. When he stopped by my place on the way
to or from a zither recital or a reading of T. S. Eliot's
poetry, he'd idly flip through a fElw of the sports car
magazines lying around, snort to himself,· and do~se
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my enthusiasm immediately. I might as well have
been caught reading the Bobsey Twins. Jeremy might
tolerate me on the few occasions when· I dared bring
up the subject of sports cars in his presence, but just.
Those absent nods of the head, indicating his mind
was on Great Things, rapidly persuaded me to uplift
the conversation.
The poor Healey suffered silently under Jeremy's
ham hand. He never looked under the hood, and when
it was time for a check-up he'd send it out to a service
station and have them do all the dirty-work. He never
felt proud enough about his car to bother washing it;
the service station did that too.
All in all, Jeremy's relationship with his car was
formal and distant. He provided for it well enough,
but like a rich and preoccupied father too busy or
aloof to notice his own son, the association between
he and his car lacked warmth and intimacy.
Then things began to change. Maybe it was the
constant exposure to my babbling, maybe it was something he read in a magazine or happened to him on
one of his cruises up and down the main drag. Whatever, he got restless. He started pumping me with
questions about sports cars, and on Saturday afternoons he'd drag me into showrooms to look over new
cars. Jeremy seemed to have caught on, all of a sudden, to some new facet of sports cars.
In simplest terms, some sports cars are more rare
and exotic than others and with correspondingly
greater snob-appeal. "Discrimination", as Jeremy
termed it. In his many-sided and unending game of
One-Upmanship with life, Jeremy had to be there with
the latest, the oddest or the most expensive of everything. Now this had transferred itself to his car. He
began to say nice things about the Healey, while at
the same time subtly preparing ground for a change.
"Agamemnon's getting old", he'd say. (Agamemnon
was Jeremy's recent name for the car. This was during his Greek Period.) "Mayhap I should barter for
a newer chariot". I shrugged and dismissed the notion
with a sickly smile, knowing full well that Jeremy not
only had the dough but also the complete disregard for
financial consequences to go all the way.
It was a warm spring day, the kind when the tops
go down on all the sports cars for the first time after
the winter. I was out in my drive-way, breathing in
the sweet air and also trying to make my little Minor
breathe a little sweeter. It had been a hard winter for
my make-believe Maserati, and much as I loved the
little runt I noticed telltale signs of wear and tear.
Then, behind me from down the street, I heard it.
That metallic wheeze, halfway between a grunt and
a whistle, faintly thrashing as it gained speed, told me
the approaching car was a Porsche.
It was a .coupe. It was red. It was Jeremy. It was
the most sickening moment of my life.
"Get in, peasant", he chortled.
"Sure", I said, and gave the nearest tire on my
Minor a hefty kick.
So I was jealous. But honest, it went deeper than
that. Some of us never even get the chance to sit behind the wheel of a car like this. And this schnook,
who thought a chicane was the French word for
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chicken, he has it all with a ribbon around it-without
knowing what he's got.
Jeremy had met the local Porsche dealer at a Film
Society meeting, and one thing led to another, he said,
lurching through traffic. I hardly heard a word as I
slouched lethargically in my seat. Now and then I'd
wince as he crunched into the wrong gear, or the car
shuddered in fourth at 1500 revs. But I didn't have the
heart to complain. Soon we headed out onto the highway and the tach surged to 2400 revs before he plopped into high.
"Have to sort of baby these new ones", Jeremy
chuckled lamely, with his newly-adopted air of one
expert to another. I nodded apathetically and concentrated on the Bach symphony blaring forth from the
radio.
I guess Jeremy never did understand how I felt
that day. Maybe he sensed something, though, because
I didn't see him for a few weeks. When he came
around asking if I wanted to go for a drive, I'd invent
some excuse not to go. Once, though, about a month
after he bought the car, he came around in the evening
with this girl friend of his. She was one of those IBM
types, way up on Cloud Nine where Jeremy liked to
sit and view the Human Comedy, as he put it. She was
some sort of a permanent student at the University,
with more degrees than a thermometer, and he used to
take her to lectures on Phoenician art, things like that,
then go to some dark coffee-house and have Discussions. Sometimes they'd come over and use my place
for their Discussions when the coffee-houses were
closed, and I'd just sit there pretending I knew what
they were talking about.
Anyway, this night it was different. I mean Jere"'-Y
did all the talking, as usual, but about sports cars. He
wasn't even patronizing about it, he kept on nattering
away about his car; and how he dusted off this Olds
the other day. Pretty soon I had all my magazines out
and we were lying on the floor and I was answering
all his questions. Poor Lysistrata - that was his gifl
friend's name - she was giving Jeremy real icy looks,
and staring hard at a spot on the wall.
A week or so later, Jeremy called and wanted to
know if there was a rally anywhere in the vicinity the
coming weekend. He had this new girl, who was crazy
about sports cars, and he thought he'd skip the ballet
to take her out for a spin in the Porsche. He asked me
to take Lysistrata to the ballet instead.
Well, I started calling Jeremy more often. He'd
come and pick me up, and we'd bash off looking for
some interesting road. Now, he wasn't smoking his
pipe while he drove, and I noticed he had on old shoes,
real thin ones, and when he came to curves he WOUldn't
talk, just sat there with a funny sort of half-fierce,
half-gleeful look on his face. He wasn't any Fangio,
but he was getting out of the corners faster than when
he went in.
Then this pal of Jeremy's, a real nut who played
a saxaphone or something for a living, he took off on
a trip to South America and let me keep his car for
him. He had a Porsche too, a coupe just like Jeremy's,
andit was Jeremy who persuaded' him to let me use
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it while he was gone. Mind you, I was careful with the
car but early Sunday mornings I couldn't resist tearing
out and beating up a few nice roads I'd discovered
with Jeremy. I have to admit I was making like a real
expert in a couple of weeks, and now was my chance
to put Jel'emy in his place. Fair and square, of course,
but he needed a lesson.
So bright and early one Sunday morning, Jeremy
met me at my place and I suggested we go for a
drive-one to a car. He was eager, which surprised
me, and in a few minutes we were on our way. I let
him lead and he was obviously showing off; I don't
think he ever put his brakes on. When we got to the
turn-off to a really hairy piece of road, I pulled around
him and shot off towards the first turn. I knew he'd
try and catch me and only hoped nobody would get
hurt.
There's one stretch of road on this route where you
come out of a pretty tight right-hander, hit a straight
of about half a mile, then cut hard to your left before
another sharp turn right. I banged it down into third,
ticked the wheel over and swept through the first
curve, winding it up tight before hitting fourth. Suddenly there was this blare of a horn, right on my tail
- Jeremy! The straight was running out fast, and I
braked as I positioned for the left-hander. Whoom!
Past me in a flash goes Jeremy. Just a dab on the
brakes and he swings around the curve, then back
again, and out of sight around the right-hander. I
didn't catch him for four miles, and he was waiting
for me.
I sort of tailed off gOing to club meetings after
that. To tell you the truth I was kind of out of it all
anymore. Every time I saw a red Porsche on the road
I'd duck down a sidestreet, then it got to be that way
with any Porsche, and soon any kind of sports car. I
was in the grip of some terrible demon. Trauma, as
Jerry would have put it.
Just when I stopped going to club meetings, Jeremy
started. I heard he was made Competition Chairman
after a couple of months. Sometimes he'd drop around
to my place with this friend of his who owned a Jag,
and they'd sit there yakking about cars while I tried
to read my Ibsen. I'd sort of drifted away from things,
like I said, so I gave my collection of sports. car magazines to Jeremy.
Once or twice, at the Film Society or coming out
of a concert, Lysistrata and I would meet Jeremy. But
it was different now. He was always in a rush to get
away and didn't seem very interested in the Arts. We
seemed to be going in separate directions anyhow.
Lysistrata COUldn't stand the Minor, and I fiinally
sold the little gem and got something more sensible.
Now and then, when we were out for a Sunday drive,
discussing the important things in life, we'd meet
Jeremy in his Porsche. He had a beard now, and he
looked sort of scruffy. Lysistrata said it was his form
of rebellion and his basic immaturity showing through.
A few months later Jeremy quit his job with the
magazine. He's over in Europe somewhere now, and
he sent me a postcard a while back saying he thought
he had a ride for the season. He signed it "Jerry".
Rather vulgar, don't you think?

Slippery day at
St. Eugene
StOry and Photos by Rod Campbell

eBC TV c rew foeu5eS on race.

The track was slippery a s ice; the sportscar racing
aficionados wer'C standing knee deep in mud around

j

the circuit , a nd over 1,000 people had to be turned
away from the July races at St. E ugene. Even with
all these drawbacks, most fa n s left the area quite
satlstled with the happenings of the da y. A lot of them
carne to see Canada's most publicized racing driver ,
Peter Ryan , in his new Lotus 19. and they happily
watched him take the checkered flag in the featu re
event, winning quite easily over the best cars that are
racing in this country. In fa irness to the ComstockSadler cars, the St. Eugene t rack is much too sh ort fo r
these powerful machines to show to best advantage
The Canadian Broadcasting Corp., in particular the
French TV Network, did a li ve telecast of the final
three races of the day. At precisely 4.00 p.m. , a LeMans start Sedan Race was run , followed by a lO-lap
Improved Produc tion Race with the flna t televised
event bei ng the feature, involving Pe ter Ryan, in tha
Lotus 19, the Comstock cars a nd all the othe r fast cars
at the track. It was a noble effort on the pa rt of the
CSC, and they are to be commended for giving motorsport valuable publicity in Quebec. The CBC also supplied trophies for the three races featured on the TVcast Peter Ryan won the CBC Trophy in the main
event ; Ross de St. Croix for the first place fi nish in

the Improved Production Race, took home the Wheelspin Trophy, while George Schon beat out J erry Polivka for the RPM Trophy in the sedan event.
All the above mentioned races were in teresting
contests, but Race No. 3 was by fa r the most a mazing
we've ever seen. The track was extremely wet, with
la rge pools of water lying in all the lower sections. It
was r aining a steady drizzle throughout the event
which saw most of Canada's best cars and drivers off
the track at various corners. On the very first corner ,
instead of turning, Dave Grenblatt in his SadlerCorvette a nd Dan Shaw in the Sadler Formula Libre
continued stra ight ahead, sitting o ut the race in the
high grass. Besides these two men, Bill Sadler, Grant
Clark and lo"'rancis Bradley also were off the course a
good pa rt of the race. Clark managed to get pushed
onto the track a nd fi nished third behind John Cannon
and Ludwig He imrath. Heimrath, while winning in his
Porsche RS-60, was followed very closely by the Cannon Formula Junior Stebro; so close in fact , that the
nose section of Cannon's car had to be kicked off by
his crew to e nable him to get back in the race. Cannon's superior ha ndling of the Stebro car in the ra in in
his duel with Heimrath provided the best race of the
day.
Post race notes: Ross de St. Croix in his "1m-

Temporlrlly dry track finds pllck I t lull bore.
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proved" Twin-Ca m MGA had another great day even
if he did have to bump Wayne Kelly's Porsche to get
in front; Sam Nordell was driving his Volvo extremely
well, as was Grant Clark in the Austin 850: Peter
Keith in the Lotus 18 FJ didn't have the competition
he needs : CBC-TV production crews were real pro's
with a lot of patience, The organizers (Montreal MG
Car Club) are running off the races very smoothly
this year: The motorcycle riders, although sometimes
giving the marshalls a ha rd time, gave the paying
public several exci ting races: Assistance to the press,
and press coverage is improving: Ottawa racing team
looked good except for the weird "space" hats: F unniest sight was two old ladies under an umbrella , obviously enjoying the races, seemingly oblivious to the
wet world around them.

Com s to~ k · Sadler

DETAILED RACE RESULTS
10 laps: 1601 and Oller, Improved Prod. Canada
RACE No. 1 Class and f ro Junior: I , Peter Kei th , Lotus fJ 18; 2, Jacques Cou·
tu re. Morgan: 3, Rees, Gemini. Winning time 12:47.6. fastest
lap Peter Keith 1:14,6,
RACE No, 2 _ 10 lap$! Up to 1600 Impr. Prod.: 1, Ross de St.
Croix, MGA Twin Cam; 2, Garry Ross, Porsche Carrera: 3, Bill
MacDonald. fiat Abarth Zagato, Winning time _ 12:44.4. fastest
lap de St. Croil( 1: 12.8,
RACE No, ~ _ 10 lap$: Sports Racing, f orm ula Juniors, Canada
Class; 1, Ludwig Heimrat h, Porse he RS·60; 2, John Cannoo, Stebro
fJ; 3, Grant Clark, Comstock·Sadler Mark 5.
RACE No. 4 10 laps: sedans: 1, George Schon, ¥olllo ; 2 , Jerry
Polivka. ¥olvo; 3. Grant Clark, Austin 850. Winning time 13:00.8.
Fastest lap Goo. Sehon 1: 15.1 .
RACE No. 5 _ 10 laps: Improved Production: 1. Ross de St. Croix,
MGA Twin Ca m; 2, Way ne Kelly, Porsehe Carrera; 3, frank Mount,
MGA. Winning t ime 12:20.5. Fa stest lap _ de St. Croix 1: 12.0.
20 laps: feature Race Sports Racing, Single Seater
RACE No.6 and formula Libre: 1, Peter Ryao , Lotus Mark 19; 2, Bill Sa dler,
Comstock·Sadler Mark 5; 3. Luclwia Heimrath, Porsehe RS·5O; 4 ,
Dan Shaw. Sadle r Fr. Libre: 5, francis Bradley, Lola, Winning ti me
2 1.48. f astest lap _ 59.7 (new lap record) Peter Ry an.
NOVICES RACE: 1, TR ·3, Roger Marineau; 2, Alfa Romeo, Jacques
Duva l; 3 , Porsehe 1600 Brian Metca lfe.

si t s while Gran t Clark (L) panders.

Harmsworth Trophy? No, a typica l scene at the St . Eugene waterama

N
John Cannon's tomporarily noseless Steb ro f.Jr.
seems to sit atop barrel as fred Hayes' Healey
follows In to chicane,
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Peter Ryan & f riend accept congratulatioos Irom Bi ll Sadl er,

NO MATTER WHAT YOU'V

,
I

Consul 315 Deluxe
Whitewall tires only option illustrated

,NOT QUITE A SPORTS CAR... '
.
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INTRODUC ING

CONSUL

QUALITY BUILT BY FORD OF ENGLAND
For many months now there have been rumours about the all new a utomobile
recently introduced in Britain a nd The Continent by Ford of England. "Sports car
turned family sedan" t hey said. Well - now it can be told ! We know that the
Consul 315 is a full size. five passenger, low cost family sedan. After all we designed
it that way. We know too t hat it incor porates many features found only on sports
cars and high pridkl. luxury automobiles. DISC BRAKES for example: '315' stops
on a dime (sales tax included). 4-SPEED BOX: as smooth as anything this side of
Le Mans. BUCKET SEATS add to t he sports car look . As for power Consul 315
has a 56 hp (and a bit ) short-st roke engine that delivers jack-rabbit acceleration
and needs gas a bout as often as a camel needs water. Unlike a s ports car (a nd many
family size cars) it's practical about trunk space. In fact it's downright extravagant
-swa llows 21 cubic feet of anything you want to t hrow in there. And has this car
been tested!
In the two years preceding its public appearancc Consul 315 covcred over 100,000
punishing test miles ... through the desert bush and blazing sun of Africa; in the
Arctic cold of Scandinavia. It was hammered for thousands of miles in central
Europe a nd clocked a further 50,000 miles right here in North America. And as for
looks-from sparkling grille to saucy raked-back roof Consul 315 is every inch a
family car ... your family's car! Try it soon. Any Consul dealer will be happy to
let you do a few laps in a '315'. If it happens to act like a sports car, don't spoil
its fun-enjoy it.

BUT QUITE A FAMILY
SEDAN!
•
•
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CONSUL
QUAUTY BUILT BY FORD OF ENGLAND

NOT QUITE A SPORTS CAR. ..BUT QUITE A FAMILY SEDAN!

•

Everyone has heard of Abbey Curve at Silverstone,
or Ascari Curve at Monza or Fordwater at Goodwood.
Tertre Rouge Corner at Le, Mans is a household word
to racing drivers. And everyone, just everyone in Eastern Canada has heard of Harewood's Big Torque.
It is with regret that I have to report that as yet
l\1osport's hairy bends are unchristened. Apart from a
few unprintable adjectives, not one of the corners has
been named. Station 2 is the mundane, prosaic, just
plain dull name for that exciting, will-I-lose-it-thistime? downhill lefthander that is normally called just
that- the downhilliefthander.
Even the chopped-off hairpin is known variously as
the Carousel. which would have been appropriate if it
hadn't been chopped off, Moss's Corner, because his
advice was taken to chop it off, and the hairpin, which
it isn't. Of these, Moss's Corner is the most distinguished and the most · appropriate, although when
Stirling Moss was here for the Player's 200 he said he
thought the corner was still a little slow. When he
gave his advice about the corner he suggested rounding off the sharp hairpin into two right hand bends.
By doing this, he said, the good drivers could press
their advantage while a hairpin would make everyone
slow down almost to a stop. Presumably, not enough
was chopped off for his liking and the two corners are
still too sharp to be fast.
Unfortunately, Mosport's corners are bereft of.!,uch
b ndmarks as the abbey which probably gave its name
to Silverstone's Abbey Curve, and a present day Ascari
passes by this way so rarely that they're hardly here
kng enough to give their name to a corner.
I was complaining about this state of affairs to an
American friend, who came up with this suggesti6nCorners 1,2,3, etc. Isn't that just like a man?
"The trouble with you people in Canada," he said,
"is you're so terribly British you would call the corner
Dingle Dell or something like that. No kidding! That's
the name of a corner at Brands Hatch. "
I don't know Brands Hatch so I don't know if he
was kidding.
Other suggestions: The Cascades (remember the
Trans-Canada Rally?) , The Big Dipper, Spiral Swerve,
Swamp Slope (there is a bit of a swamp at the bottom), Folly Valley, The Backbend (have you seen the
poor marshals sweeping off the gravel ?). In Britain
they would probably call it something like Marsh
Bottom. The British love calling things something
Bottom. There's a whole slew of villages in Buckinghamshire with this suffix - one of them is a cute little
place called Flowers Bottom!
It·s fun naming corners. And I'm sure Mosport
officials would be pleased to hear a few suggestions
from you.

Mosport officials report that the Esso control tower
should be ready for use by Sept. 1. The Club House
may be ready this fall , but next spring sounds a better
bet.
Other improvements planned include earth banking
for spectator protection.
Though the Mosport calendar has by no means
been full this year, the organizers are hoping to fill it
next year, either with more club events, or - of all
things - stock car racing and gO-kart racing.
I was a little disturbed at the last race at Mosport,
the SCC meeting. It was a little damp that day a nd
many of the sports cars had been spinning out on the
entrance to the pit straight. Several oil slicks on the
corner in addition to the wet had caused the trouble.
To really rub in the terrors of this corner, the
clerk of the course asked all drivers to examine the
surface so that they could see what they are up
~
against.
My examination revealed that the corner's surface
had been quite severely marked with grooves up to a
quarter of an inch deep, in some places a half inch
deep, made, I assume, by the leaning motor cycles that
had used the track previously.

Some of you who went to .the Player's 200 at
Mosport may have noticed an orange saucer on top of

I am assured by Mosport mnager, Jim Clayton,
that asphalt is very forgiving and will soon absorb
these scars - I hope he is right.

• •

•
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a very tall tower on the hill near the start-finish
straight. The unscientific, like me, might have thought
it was a radar receiver or a TV microwave tower.
It was neither, t hough the latter is getting close. It
was a transmitter for CFRB's live radio broadcasts
from the track. C8C-TV was there, but as they used a
remote TV unit they didn't require this tower, though
they had smaller microwave towers linking their cameras to the remote unit.
You may also have wondered what the small cameras where for that were strapped to communications
poles around the track. They were part of an experiment in closed-circuit television , which had been rigged up by Sylvania Electronics. The system is to supplement existing telephone communications. It is designed to keep the officials in the control tower informed as to the state of the various corners where
spin-outs or accidents might have happened.
A monitor was installed in the control tower and
another one in the Press Tent - both for the brass to
have a lazy view of the race and for the foot-weary
press members. I can't say I was one of them because
I never found the Press Tent.
I understand the system is to be installed permanently at Indianapolis but it is rather too costly for
Mosport to maintain. Anyhow. our CRCA is so efficient, it's hardly necessary.

• • •
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TRIUMPH TR - 4

A welcome new bundle from Britain

Report and photos by David Phipps

DURING THE PAST EIGHT YEARS the Triumph
TR2 and TR3 have gained an enviable reputation as
fast, rugged sports cars. Their roadholding with girder..
chassis and live rear axles, has not been in the sports/
racing class, nor have they been noted for their riding
comfort, but a long list of successes in International
rallies is proof of their ability to perform well under
the most arduous conditions. Now an entirely new
model, the TR4 is a nnounced, based on the TR3 but ,
with much more attractive bodywork and many other
detail improvements.
The new body, although showing signs of Italian
influence. was designed in Coventry. The headlamp
and grille treatment is a little fussy. and the "power
bulge" over the inclined carburetors is considered a
sales point, but in all other respects the lines are clean
and functional. The squared-off tail provides a trunk
which is really large for a car of this type (there is
also room for several suitcases, or two children, behind
the seats) and a lurther refinement is the fitting of
wind-up windows. The soft top, concealed behind the
seats when not in use, can be put up or taken down in
about two minutes. The hood, hinged at the front,
opens wide to give access to the engine and all aecessories.
One of the major mechanical improvements on the
TR4 is the use of rack and pinion steering. This is both
lighter and more precise than the previous worm a nd
peg steering and adds considerably to the pleasure of
driving the car. The suspension is considerably softer
than on the TR3, with beneficial effects on both ride
and roadholding - which also gains from the use of a
34

slightly wider track. On last corners or ess-bends the
driver is still aware that the chassis is rather flexible
by modern standards, and on sharp turns it is all too
easy to spi n the inside rear wheel, but the TR4 can
nevertheless be driven very quickly on winding roads
without causing the passenger much concern.
The 2-litre TR models have always performed well,
and the new car goes even better than its predecessors
with the same power output- 100 bhp. This, however,
is now obtained from 2138 cc at 4600 rpm, whereas
the 1991 cc TR3 engine (still available to special
order) peaks at 5000 rpm. Both versions of this conventional l our cylinder unit have push-rod operated
overhead valves.
The gear ratios of the TR4 are well spaced. with
maxima of 35 mph in first (higher than on the TR3 and
now provided with synchromesh) 55 mph in second
a nd over 80 mph in third. With the optional overdrive
unit fitted a total of seven forward ratios are available,
providing a gear lor almost any contingency. Overdrive top provides a maximum speed. of well over 110
mph, and 100 mph cruising at 4000 rpm.
From a standing start the TR4 reaches 50 mph in
7.5 seconds - a rate of acceleration equalled by very
few production cars, a nd certainly none in the TR
price bracket. It is also very fiexible in top gear a nd
can be driven lrom below 10 mph to over 100 mph in
this ratio. On the road the most pract ical aspect of its
performance is the a bility to overtake slower traffic in
very short distances, the engine responding to full
throttle instantaneously, even at low rpm. The purposeful lines of the car also seem to attract respect

•

"Power bulge" on hood covers dual S.U. carburetors.

from other drivers, which makes overtaking on busy
roads less hazardous than in more mundane-looking
vehicles.
Even when the performance of the TR4 is used to
the full, fuel consumption rarely drops below 25 mpg and can be around 40 mpg with liberal use of overdrive. With an 11 3,4 gallon tank, this gives a range of
at least 300 miles between refuelling stops.
In the braking department the TR4 - like the TR3
uses 11 inch Girling discs at the front in conjunction
with 9 x 1¥.1 inch drums at the rear. One of the great
advantages of this layout - apart f rom the fact t~t it
is cheaper - is that the rear drums provide a really
dependable parking brake. As over 60 per cent of the
braking effort is taken by the front wheels there is
little danger of the rear drums being overtaxed in normal use - in fact on the prototype I tried, a tendency
of the rear wheels to lock first under braking suggested that the braking ratio could well be adjusted to put

2138 cc engine is easi ly accessi ble via front·hinged hood.
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Dash layout is slightly different.

even more on the fro nt. In general, however, the
brakes can be summed up as entirely in keeping with
the car's performance.
The very reasonable price of the basic car is somewhat offset by the fact that several items now fitted as
standard equipment by other manufacturers - hea ter,
windshield washers, two-speed wipers - are optional at
extra cost. Even more surprising, the Dunlop tires
fitted as standard are not considered adequate for continuous use at over 90 mph, making RS5 tires virtually
a n essential extra. Other optional items are the overdrive unit, a s tylish hardtop, wire wheels, leather
upholstery, a rear scat and a tonneau cover. Even with
all , or most, of these fitted, however, the TR4 is still
one of the cheapest - and certainly one of the best cars
in its class.
Standard-Triumph will s till continue production
of the present TR~ as there is obviously a market fot'
both types of car.

At last! A truly roomy sports car t runk.
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MID
SUMMER

TROPHY
RACES
Ludwig Heimrath's Trio

0/

Triumphs at Greenacres highlighted a meet that proved airport racing needn't be dull.

Three·time winner Ludwig Heimrath storms into the chicane.

Many racing enthusiasts thought the advent of"
Mosport spelled the demise of airport racing in Eastern Canada. But if the London Automobile Sport
Club's Mid-Summer Trophy Races were any example,
this judgment was premature indeed. Some of the
current season's closest-fought and most exciti ng co m ~
petition highlighted this nine-race meet at the lo9-mile
Green Acres airfield circuit.
Overall, it was another Porsche benefit for lunging
LudWig Heimrath and his ever-faithful Eglinton-Caledonia RS-60. The bushy-brewed Heimrath bracketed a
sweltering Saturday schedule by taking the first a nd
last events of the day, plus the fourth race, piling up
an almost insurmountable collection of championship
points.
Heimrath's happy habit of coming home first was
seldom challenged until the final lap of the 30-round
Lodge Trophy race. Then, with Francis Bradley in the
Lola hot on his trail a nd only a third of a lap to go,
Ludwig momentarily lost it in the esses. The Spyder
spun and stopped dead, and the fa st-approaching
Bradley did likewise in evading Heimrath. Both restarted almost immediately, with Heimrath retaining
a three-second lead to take the flag. Bradley roared
into the pits inSisting that he should have been allowed 01T first but had not been signalled by the marshall
until Heimrath was on his way.
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Photos by Bob POdvin.

In the same race, Dan Shaw abo~rd the torpedoshaped Sadler Formula Ferocious made a spectacular
job of catching up with the leaders from last place on
the grid, and had rocketed to within hailing distance
of Heimrath when. on lap eight, he chugged into the
pits. A brief fire e nsued. was doused, and Shaw was
off again - only to return next time around, this
time for keeps. A broken shaft in the steering column
left the wheel wobbling as if made of rubber. For
Shaw it was another unlucky weekend. He had missed
his earlier race with transmission woes, and in practice the previous day suffered a scalded foot when a
radiator hose let go.
Third in the feature was Ohioan Herb Swan, driving the same RS-61 Porsche used by Olivier Gendebien
in the Player's 200. Another U. S. entry was a Maserati 300-S, piloted by Detroiter Bill Bradley. Its ownerdriver, Ed Fuchs, had been conked by a flying rubber
tire course marker in an earlier race. Looking somewhat unwieldy, the powerful Maser hung well back
throughout and never threatened.
Broken up into two heats, the flrst event saw Heimrath victorious over Bradley and Swan and John
Headon, sneaking around in his Lotus F-J, besting
Walt MacKay in the second stanza.
In the next scrap, Klaus Bartels' Porsche Carrera
hardtop looking like a moving pillbox, picked orr the

Two JuniOf1i, one with a

bro~en

nose.

Healeys of Don Kindree and Hugh Sutherland to take
over first plaee with a lap to go. Bartels had tailed
the evenly-matched Kindree-Sutherland duo for hall
the race's 12 laps, passing Sutherland on the sixth tour
and Kindree on the eleventh.
Aller a spot of lunch Bartels went right back at it,
this lime duelling with Al Pease in his beautifullyprepared M.G.A. Twin Cam. By the finish, Klaus led
Pease by eleven seconds, with Windsor's Ed Ferriss in
a similar car five seconds back of Pease in third spot
Harry Haigh, in yet another Twin Cam, had held
second until a seventh-lap spin in the chicane put him
well behind the leaders. This race saw the Canadian
debut of the British G.S.M. Della, a pretty and pesky
performer driven by R. M. Gubbins of Detroit. Unable
to quite catch the leaders, the Delta nevertheless took
the measure of the Sprites and engaged Frank Mount's
Twin-Cam in a spirited duel.
The fourth race saw another Heimrath triumph,
with Francis Bradley at a respectable distance behind
and Herb Swan third again. Walt MacKay's healthy
Lotus F-Jr led John Headon's sick one into fourth
place.
In the all-M.G. affray, Al Pease, without Bartels
to con tend with, Jed two other Twin Cams to take the
flag with Frank Mount second and Ed Ferriss, after
a slow start in the Le Mans-style sendoff, gaining
rapidly for third. First of the pushrod M.G.'s was John
Cordts of North Bay.
Fred Hayes earned a loud chorus of tooting horns
on his victory lap after emerging the winner in his
modified Austin Healey in the big-bore improved production class. The veteran Hayes, who was racing before Corvettes were even born, muscled the 5·1itre
beast up to second place by the eighth lap, behind
Robert Jcds in one of a tribe of Michigan-based Corvettes. Following were John Pierce (Corvette) , Don
Chambers (Healey) and Gerry Brownrout (Corvette).
On the next lap the dangerous Brownrout had his
wheels lock up in the chicane and slewed 0 the course,
while Hayes had closed the distance behind Jeris to
3.5 sees. Next time around he was only 1.6 sees away
from the thundering Corvette. On the eleventh lap
Hayes put his foot in it a nd zoomed past Jeris on the
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start-finish straight, increasing his advantage to 1.8
sees at the finish . After Jeris was Don Chambers, a
well-deserved third in the howling ex-Grant Clark
Healey.
The lS-lap sedan encounter brought together the
Volvo a nd Corvair factions, season-long arch rivals
who once more had to be content with the leavings
while Craig Fisher waltzed around to an almost customary first place in hi s hefty 3.8 Jaguar.
The Corvair-Volvo skirmish ended fairly early,
however, when the leading Monza driven by Bill
Wordham spun on the oily track on lap three and the
remaining contending Corvair, lhat of Terry Sumner.
finally lost out to Nat Adams' Volvo after half a
dozen hectic laps and dropped to fifth place to stay
on the tenth tour. After Fisher's Jaguar came George
Schon (Volvo), Jerry Polivka (Volvo) and Nat Adams
(Volvo). Schon was tucked in close behind the Jag for
most of the race but was unable to tweak past.
Continued 011 page 58

George Schon's Volvo harries Craig fisher' s winning 3.8 Jaguar.

Survival of the fittest . ..

Photos: E. Shack. R. Campbell, D. Forrester and L. Birnbom.

G. V .C.C. Grand National Race Meet· Mosport, Augmt Fi/th. Lud'Wig Hrimra lh Stwt.'ive8 The Comstock-Sadie,'
Threat To Emerge V ictorious In An Event/lll Day 0/ Racing.

In a day liberally sprinkled with spectacular inci·
dents which s idelined much of his serious oppoSition,
Ludwig H eimrath picked his way through the debris
and captured two major wins in the Grand Valley Car
Club's Grand National Race Meet. Mosport. August 5.
Heimrath drove his Porsche RS-60 flawlessly to
earn both the DKW Trophy (awarded to lhe car making over·all fastest time of four class heats), and the
gargantuan Supertest Trophy in the 30-lap feature
race. He also placed second behind Dan Shaw's Sadler
"Formula Ferocious" in the morning F ormula Libre
affair.
But the big news of this hard·fought meet was the
bitter disappointment felt by the Comstock-Sadler Rat
ing Team. In three outings, the best the mighty white
Sadlers could do between them was a win for Grant
Clark in the Courth heat of the DKW Trophy tussle.
Clark, aboard the "milder" 325 hp number 51 Comstock-Sadle r, then went on to ga in show position in
the Supertest Trophy race after stalling on the grid
and s tarting dead last. His car had failed to finish the
morning Formula Libre race. In the same race won by
Clark, Dan Shaw - replacing Bill Sadler a t the wheel
oC the potent 375·hp Number 50 - was lucky to escape
injury as his car spun a nd flipped on the entrance to
the s ta r t-fi nish straight. Shaw's seat belt probably
saved him Crom serious injury, but the car was corrugated.
The prang·prone Shaw had an exciting if not overly
successful day. It was downhill all the way after his
clear-cut win in the Formula Libre race aboard the
scorching.fast Sadler monoposto. Following his crash
in the Comstock·Sadle r, Shaw returned t o the Formula
Libre car for the 30·lap feature. Just past the two·
thirds mark, after having carved a lead over Heimrath
and Harry Entwistle's Lotus 2·litre, a ball jOint broke
at the right rear wheel and sent the ill·fated Sadler
spinning. Once more the Cast-driving Shaw had been
cheated oC victory.
Things started ofT mildly enough in the novice contest. Darryl Williams in his red Sprite came out the
winner in Heat lover Charles Goodwin's Sprite and
Don Ford's Corvair Monza. In Hea t 2, Paul Wellster's
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Chev.Healey vanquished the A-H·Triumph of Don Vallance and Barry Rosenburg's A.C.·BristoL
In the 12.lap Formula Libre tangle, Shaw used
the rocket-like acceleration of his Sadler to blast into
a first position he never relinquished. Heimrath's RS60 Porsche and Harry Entwistle's Lotus 15 snarled
back and forth contesting runner-up spot, with Hei mrath enjoying a race-long edge over the flying s ignpainter from Hamilton. Grant Clark's Number 51 325hp Comstock-Sadler limped into the pits on lap four
with a broken pushrod and left Bill Sadler to carryon
the fight. Sadler, not at all charmed with the handling
manners of his potent Number 50, trailed Entwistle
a nd barely fought off Nat Adams' XK-SS J aguar to
fin ish in fourth place. The Makins Special, after keeping up with the first fi ve during the whole race, dropped out with a lap to go because of overheating problems. Finishing order was Shaw·Heimrath-EntwistleSadler-Adams.
Heat 1-A of the DKW Trophy race brought together
pr oduction sports car from 1001 cc to 1300 cc. After
10 laps Bob Clift's swift G.S.M. Delta crossed the
finish-line in fi rst place. Following were Ray Liddle's
Lotus 7A and J oe Suessmuth's MG-TC.
Klaus Bartels in his Porsche Carrera hung back
until the halfway point, then charged past Al Pease's
Twin·Cam M.G. to knock off another win in Heat 1-8.
In third came Ross de St. Croix in another Twin-Cam.
St. Croix and Windsor's Ed Ferriss had changed places
a fte r an eighth-lap mixup a t Moss corner and Ferriss
dropped back to fifth, allowing Frank Mount in his
Twin-Cam to grab off fourth.
Dave Greenblatt, gett ing used to his newly·acquire<i
J aguar XK.E, had enough horses to keep ahead of the
pack throughout. E d Leavens, after keeping his Daim·
ler SP· 250 in second for eight laps, e ncountered engine
difficulties a nd faded Cast. Hugh Sutherland's Healey
1005, in third place at the time, burst into flames on
the fourth lap and Sutherland courageously piloted the
burning car off the course beCore baling out with burns
to his face, arms and legs. Don Chambers, recovering
from an early spin, and Don Kindree in similar Healey
3000's duelled for second spot a nd as the fl ag Cell ·

Chambers was number two with Kindree right behind
in third.
The Lotus Trophy race for Formula Junior and
Canada Class entrants found Walt MacKay again vic·
torious. Bill MacDonald, aboard a Cooper-DKW, bypassed Bob Hanna's Lotus 20 to grab second place
after an electrifying charge through the ranks.
Heimrath returned to the wars in Heat 3 oj the
DKW Trophy event, easily outpacing Francis Bradley
in the 1100 cc Miss Whiz Lola and Jim Muzzin in his
hardy 550A Porsche Spyder. Ray Liddle provided a
tense moment early in this event when his Lotus 7A
suddenly spun and overturned in the esses. Ray was
invisible for several moments before rescuers lifted the
car from him, but to the great relief and applause of
the spectators he hopped out and trotted to the pits
unscathed.
Heat 4 of the DKW series found the two ComstockSadlers lined up against Harry Entwistle's sweet-running Lotus. Nat Adams· persistent XK-SS Jaguar.
John Cannon's D-type Jaguar, the Makins Special and
a host of milder machinery. The Sadlers predictably
thundered into a one-two lead and held it for the first
two laps. Then, emerging from Moss Corner with Clark
right behind. Shaw momentarily bobbled it and his
mount slewed sideways across the course. Clark quickly nipped past, closely followed by Entwistle, Adams.
Makins a nd Cannon. Shaw restarted and took up the
chase.
By lap five, Shaw had passed Nat Adams' Jaguar
to gain third place behind Entwistle's Lotus and Clark
in the leading Comstock-Sadler. Then came the decisive crash which removed Shaw from contention on
la p eight. At the same time Adams ground to a halt
with a smoking clutCh , leaving Cannon's D-type J aiuar
free to take third place. Clark held on to his margin
over Entwistle and finished first. In this same race.
Nick Spernzw's Triumph TR-3 rolled several times and
Sperazze was removed to hospital with head injuries,
where he later succumbed.
Next came the louring car race, 12 laps for .the
Volvo Trophy. Terry Sumner's Corvair Monza dug in
and look off into the lead on lap one, trailed closely by
Continued 071 page ~8

Pit 5ignal urges driver to put his sole in it.
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LudwiE Hei mratll baSks in victory. atended by Miss Austin·Healey

TourinE car winner Polivka cuts throuEh Carousel

HUEh Sutherland debarks from his burninE Healey
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MlEMBLEV MOTORS

TORONTO'S GREATEST SELECTION OF NEW AND USED CARS

Wcm blcy Mo tors o rc ready to show you the greatest
line of impo rted cars in Canada ... all set to give you
the VIP t realment both before yo u buy and afte r!
Call soon - t he rcd ca q )ct's out !

WEMBLEY MOTORS
2427 EGLINTON WEST -

HAMBLY TIRE
COMPETITION

RETREADS

K. BARTE LS IN H IS WI NNI NG CARRERA USES HAMBLY RETREADS.

NOW AVAILABL E!
MEDIUM BLEND RACING TIRES
Developed f ro m jet a ircraf t rubber a nd gua r a nteed to speeds of 200 mph.
High Ca rbon black, high natural rubber content .
No increase in pr ice over regula r r acing retreads.

HAMBLY TIRE LIMITED
COMPETITION DEPARTMENT
534 RI TSO N RD. SO UTH

OSHAWA, ON T,

4.

PHONE: I A. 8 -6221

ROGER 6-4176

casc~
The C.A.S.C. is pleased to state
that we have now received impor.
tant information directly from
S.C.C.A. regarding a new policy for
racing.

I

The following points of importance to Canadian drivers and organizers have been taken from
S.C.C.A. Bulletin dated Wednesday, August 2, 1961:
(1) In 1962 the S.C.C.A. intends to
allow its members drivers to
participate in any F.I.A. scheduled road races and certai n
other non-F.lA. races.
(2) S.C.C.A. will place no restriction on financial arrangements
made by any of its member
drivers with race organizers.
(3) S.C.C.A. desires to work cooperatingly with recognized
road race sanctioning bodies in
Mexico, Canada and the offshore islands.
(4 ) S.C.C.A. drivers may participate in the B.E.M.e. organized
professional race at Mosport
Park on September 30, '61.
(S) A meeting of the S.C.C.A. Licence Board will take place
August 12-13 to decide on the
disposition of S.C.C.A.-suspended drivers who have taken part
in professional races. Each of
the drivers will be notified directly of any penalties which
may be imposed if he holds an
S.C.C.A. licence.
This welcome change in policy by
S.C.C.A. for ] 962 will promote the
continued growth and enjoyment of
sports car racing on this Continent.
The C.A.S.C. has played a major
role in resolving the confli ct which
has heretoiere existed and this has
been acknowledged by both S.C.C.A.
and U.S.A.C. Evidence of this
greater spirit of co-operation is
strengthened by the fact that
C.A.S.C. have been invited to be
represented at a meeting to be held
in New York on August 11th , 1961.
This meeting is being called by
Automobile Compet ition Committee for the United States (F.I.A.)
and will be attended by S.C.C.A.,
U.S.A.C. and C.S.A.C., to discuss
alTa irs of mutual concern, particularly the International Calendar lor
1962.
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AND

IiIOLy$IIP
FOR SAFER NIGHT DRIVING
IN ALL WEATHER •••
Equip with Lucas Auxiliary Lighting
CHOOSE FROM THIS WIDE AND
WELL-KNOWN RANGE

5FT 100
clear only

SFT 576
dear or amber

WFT 576
clear 01 amber

SLR 100
cllar only

SlR 576
dear or amber

WLR 576
dea r or amber

FOG RANGER

.n

cleo, only

cllor only

RANGER

4LR
dlor only

dear only

LUCAS
.JOSEPH LUCAS (CANADA) LTD.
H EAD OffICE, - 11-2S DAVIES AVE NUE, T ORONTO 8
BRANC H OfF1CE , - 3'(OI ST. ANTOINE STREE T, MONTREAL
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DIRECTLY FROM

*****

OUR STOCK

AB RTH

free-

@xhau~t

tgsf@ms

EGLINTON • CALEDONIA MOTORS LTD.
234 3 Eglin!on Ave .

We~1

TORONTO

ON TAR IO

POR S(HE • Sal es and Se rvic e . VOLK SWAGEN
RU

7·42 41

A UTHOR' ZED

RU

NOW ALSO AVAllAlLE fOR COMVAIR AND CORVAIR MONIA.

7·4241

VO LKS WAGEN POR SC HE
SALES - SER VI CE

2 709 Yonge St., Tor on to· H U-7-324 5

USE THIS CONVENIENT COUPON
NOW!
Ple" s" ru.h Ire .. ABARTH COlotoguc d .... e.i b ing rhe ... ,
ond Olhot .y.rem, and ""... "".;el. I ho ve chcc~ od the
Iy,'em mode lor mv cor.
NAM E • ______ • _______________________________ • • __ •• _ •••

AD DRE SS • ____ •• ______ •• ____________ • • ______ ••• _••• ___ _
CITV _______________ • __ ••• ___ PROV INCE ________ • _____ _

~
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AUST IN HEALEY
AUSliN SPRIT E
OKW FRONT

DKW REAR
FIAT 600
JAGUAR 3.4
JAGUM XK150 & 140

MGA

~g.;~ ~ ~R~C~'fIN
27 35
RENAULT
27 35
5560
9735
10465
33 15

CAM

SIMCA ARONDE
TR3 FRONT
TR3 REAR
VOLVO
VOLKSWAGEN

56 .10
59 .45
25.05
3'.95
21 .35

22.85
'7.25

43.7S

COI!tinued j1'01l! page 39

Jerry Polivka's Volvo and, behind him, Craig Fisher's
3.8 Jaguar and George Schon's Volvo. Sumner thrashed into the pits on the next tour, however, eliminated
with engine problems, and Polivka raced into first
place. Fisher and Polivka played a fast game of tag
for the fest of the race, with the Volvo just managing
to elude the heavier Jaguar in corners and Fisher
closing quickly on the straights. Schon stayed respectfully behind in third.

Grant Clark entertained the crowd by sliding his
hopped-up Mini-Minor into every corner flat-out, taking whatever line was handy to cinch fourth spot well
ahead of thC:! remaining cars. Cord Brown's Mini-Minor

and Eppie Wietzes' Minor 1000 traded places continuously and raced neck-and-neck throughout before
Brown gave up with clutch trouble.
The major 3D-lap race for the Supertest Trophy
saw Shaw once again catapault into the lead but by
mere inches over Harry Entwistle and Ludwig Heimrath. The first three laps were nip-and-tuck between
the threesome and twice Heimrath squeaked past
Shaw, only to lose out again shortly. On lap five the
order was Shaw, Heimrath, Entwistle, Nat Adams in
the XK-SS Jaguar, Francis Bradley's Lola and John
Cannon in the D-type Stebro Jaguar. Cannon overcooked it in the start-finish straight and twirled about
but took oIT again . Grant Clark had by now recovered
from a disastrous start and was lodged in ninth place.
Shaw was now firmly in the lead, with Heimrath
and Entwistle tied together in second and third and
Adams following 19 seconds back. The order remained

"

static through lap 23 when Shaw's rear wheel deparled
and he sloughed off the course, finished for the day.
By now all but the first five cars had been lapped.
Clark began putting his foot in it in an all-out
effort to catch the leaders. On the 26th lap he slid past
Bradley, still more than a minute oIT Heimrath's time,
and on the 28th circuit caught Adams' Jaguar to ease
into third place. Bradley got the fever and made a lastditch try at catching Adams but failed by a matter of
yards. Heimrath flashed across the finish-line in first
place with Entwistle, slowed down by broken goggles,
in second and Clark securely set in third. Following
him were Adams in fourth, Bradley in fifth and a lap
behind them, Fred Hayes' modified Austin-Healey in
sixth position.
Novice Race lst Heat; 1. Darryl Williams. Sprite; 2, Charles
Goodwin. Sprite; 3, Don Ford, COIVair Monza.
Novice Race 2nd Heat; 1, Paul Webster, Healey Chevrolet; 2,
Don Vallance, Healey Triumph; 3. Barry Rosenburg, A.C. Bristol.
Formu la Llbre Race : I, Oan Shaw. Sadler Formula Libre; 2, Ludwig
Heimrath . Porsche RS·60; 3, Harry Entwistle, Lotus 15.
DKW Trophy Race _ Heat 1 A·B: 1, Bob Clill, GSM Delta; 2, Ray
Liddle, Lotus 7A; 3, Joe Suessmuth, M.G. TC. Heat l·B: 1, Klaus
Bartels. Porsche Carrera; 2, A I Pease, M.G. Twin·Cam; 3, Ross de
St. Croix. M.G. Twin·Cam.
DKW Trophy Race _ Heat 2: 1. Dave Greenblatt, Jaguar XK·E; 2,
Don Chambers, Austin·Hea ley 3000; 3. Don Kindree, Austin·Healey
3000.
DKW Trop hy Race Heat 3: I , Ludwig Heimrath, Porsche RS·60;
2. Francis Bradley, Lola·Cl i maK; 3. Jim MLizzin. Porsche S50·A.
DKW Trophy Race - Hea t 4: 1, Grant Clark, Comstock·Sadler Mk.
5; 2, Harry Entwistle, Lotus 15; 3, John Cannon, Jaguar D·type.
Over·all winner (fastest fi nishing time lor 10 laps): Ludwig Heim·
rath.
lotus Trophy Race: 1, Walt MacKay, Lotus 18; 2, Bill MacDonald,
Cooper·DKW; 3, Bob Hanna, Lotus 20.
Volvo Trophy Race; 1. Jerry Polivka, Volvo; 2, Craig Fisher. Jaguar
3 .8; 3, George Schon, Volvo.
Gran d Nati onal Race; 1, Ludwig Heimrath, Porsche RS·60; 2, Harry
Entwistle, Lotus 15; 3 , Grant Clark, Comstock·Sadler Mk. 5; 4. Nat
Adams, Jaguar XK·SS; 5, Francis Bradley, Lo la·Climax; 6. Fred
Hayes, Austin·Healey.

SPORTS CARS METAL TO METAL

SAFETY BELTS
APP ROVED BY CASC, SCCA, USAC, NASCAR

SPECIAL OFFER
REGULAR $12.95

$9.95
NO C.O.D. PLEASE

ORDER NOW WHI LE SUPPLY LASTS!

ONTARIO DISTRIBUTORS FOR SEMPERIT
SPORTS AND SUPER SPORTS TI RES
6.40 x 13 $33,50
ALL SPORTS TI RES -

•

5,60 x 15 $31.50

•

165 x 3BO $28.00

SPECIAL DEALERS PRICES ON BELTS AND T IRES

THE CHECKERED FLAG COMPANY

\

4 ALCORN AVENUE
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TORONTO

WA 5-7961

Spor1

Soper SPOr1
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EUGE
40~-CY

an
appeal
to the car-buyer
Before you buy any car, ... mine PEUGEOT 403-7. 403-7 II l~' m".t
, ncourag lng .. pr.sslon ot l olld quality and low, low price e v.' seen In
North America. Htr . a .. the ImpGrtant lactl on thl, om.,lng cat:

PEUGEOT 403-'7
• •. will d,I •• I moolh" and with less nol .. than ca" costing twice u much .
••• ... illgl•• conlllllnt 35 mpl! ltConomy, on ' ogul. , gil .
... will h ••• an •• I.omely IIIDh r...le •• Iul when (and If) you deeld. 10
..li lt •

... will ....... IUl t-up- lrim, bumpers .nd hub Clp' .re .t.lnlns ,tHL
... will bring back tho clay. whon d, l.ing ... as lun. You dri". Ih l. elf. II
doesn' t dtl•• you.
0

••

Is so ..oil built that In F.anco ifs known II tho 'Indestructible' .

••• he e 625 dul" . In Norlh Am erica who know It won" CO.I you., ct nt
f.n .. pal •• In tho f)fI' 6 months (unlimited mlleago 'no fine J)rlnf
guaranta.) and .ery IItti. thereaUer .

••. 1. equtPJ)ed" no ..t.. cost with: 4.. pead lully. , yncllromn h t"RI·
million. carbullttor d.icing lIut ... and automatic dinnllalling Ian.

AND THE PRICE IS RIGHTI

._.__......__.,_.
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BUYS 'lOT
or HAPPlHW.
IdIID ntiS KIHD

"""

Q.

Technical problems & answers

I would like some information regarding my D.K.W.
Can I use a vacuum gauge for timing a two-stroke
engine, with the regard to the backpressure necessary
in the exhaust system? And do you know of any booklet or article on tuning D.K.W. engines? I would also
like to know which exhaust system you recommend
for the D.K.W.
Arvida, Quebec
A. Buchli

A.

by Bill Sadler A.S.A.E.

The only book I know on tuning two-stroke engines is
"The Two-St:roke Engine: Its Design and Tuning" by
K. C. Draper; price is $5.00 and your local book store
should be able to obtain it. Drivers in this area who
have raced D.K.W.'s tell me that the standard exhaust
system gives best results. I have no personal knowledge. The lact that the D.K.W. uses crankcase compression and that there is no direct communication
between the inlet pipe and the cylinder would prevent you from getting very much in the way 01 uselul
information Irom a vacuum gauge.

Q.

I am driving a 1.5 Riley. Coming from England and
being a test ~river there for many years, I was' very

keen on keeping the underside of the car clean and in
good mech~nical condition. One point in question concerns packmg the road springs with grease and binding the springs up to keep the weather out. I have
carried this out on my Riley and would like to know
your evah,lation of this technique. Also, I should be
most grateful to receive any information on how I
could enter into a Canadian car rally.
A. S. Scott
Montreal, P.Q.

A.
Packing the springs with grease and binding them wiU

certainly help their life, but dcn't bind too tightlft or
the springing will become extremely hard. In order to
enter rallies in Canada it is necessary to be a member

of a recognized club. As a reader 0/ this magazine you
should know the clubs in the Montreal aTea anyone
of which I am sure would be pleased to wekome you.

Q.

!

I have a Wolseley 6-99 (1960) which has a three-speed
column gearshift and overdrive. Can I get a four-speed
box with floor shift and are there any installation
problems? If necessary I can do away with the overdrive and install a new driveshaft. My reason for
wanting a four speed box is that this car is very flat
in second until you pass 40 mph and third is flat until
you pass 60 mph. I recently installed new 750x14 tires
(original equipment was 700x14) and this makes perfonnance even worse due to their slightly larger diameter. Another problem with the column shift is the
excessive movement to change gears. I thought that
perhaps a Healey box would fit with no problems.

A.
The Healey box will certainly {it to the Wolseley 6-99
engine, which is !JasicalZy similar to the Healey engine.
However you Will be forced to do a certain amount
of sheet metal work on the !foor and rear support.
The I!ealey box would giVe you rati08 0111.96 in {irst,
8.1S In .second, 5 ..24 in third and 9.9 in top. 11 you wiah
to r~tatn .the top gear ratio this is probably the ideal
modl/icahon.
R. D. McNerney, Sarnia, Onto
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Q.
I own an Austin-Healey 3000 and like all Healey owners I have a lot of trouble with the very low muffler.
There are several welders in my vicinity who custombuild mufflers from heavy gauge metal. The following
are my problems: (1) Increase ground clearance. (2)
Reduce noise level, especially inside the car. (3) Maintain low back pressure. (4) Installation of cut-offs.
My plan is to re-design my exhaust system which
brings me to the following questions: (1) Are heavy
gauge mufflers as quiet as conventional ones? (2)
Would a resonator-muffler combinatIon as sold by
Abarth give lower noise levels and back pressures?
(3) Is it advisable to make the muffler as thin as the
inlet pipe? (4) Does the muffler have to be symmetrical about the pipes or could increased silenCing and
less back 'pressure be obtained by enlarging the muffler
toward the center of the car? (5) Is there a critical
muffler volume or shape to lower back pressure and
noise level by magnifying the exhaust-ram effect? (6)
How can the best distance and best outlet design be
determined for a cut-off to obtain the best ram-effect
reinforcement to minimize back pressure? Any help
that you can give me on this problem would be greatly
appreciated.
Kitchener, Onto
R. D. Habel

A.
To an8Wer your questions in order. (1) The metal
gauge has little or no effect on the quietness of a well
designed muffler, however if the high speed gases hit
a thin shell they olten produce "tinny" noises. (2) A
well designed resonator-muffler will lower back pressures and can be designed to give lower noise although
they are seldom made this way. (3) A mUfflf" 01 the
same gauge as the pipe leading to it should be quite
satislactory. (4) The mUffler with lowest back pressure .will be ~e w~ich is 8Ymmet~l about the pipes,
but slone dlmenstOn must be restncted it is still an
~vantage to make the cross section as large as pasStble. (5) Yes there is a critical mUffler. lor optimum
back preS8Ure and silencing. However 1 know 01 no
way to calculate this; it seems to be a matter 01 trial
and error. (6) The determination 01 exhaust length lor
ram effect is somewhat complex. 1 suggest you try
and obtain a copy 01 Colin Campbell's book "The
Sports Oar - I ts, D~sign and Pe:lormance". Th~ gives
a very lull descnpt«>n 01 a subJect which is much too
broad to cover in a letter.

••

SEPTEMBER 16th, 17th, 1961

AUTUMN RACES
A 1961 C.R.D.A. CHAMPIONSHIP EVENT
at
CONNOR CIRCUIT
INear St. Eugene, Ont .1

Sponsored By

MONTREAL MG CAR CLUB
Inquiries to:

JOHN ROSS
5170 Westhi ll Ave. ,

Montreal P.Q .

ElITE

G.T.

COUPE. $5500.00

CANADIAN

4'

DISTR IBUTORS

DETROIT

by Robert G. Arnold

DATELINE
U.S. AUTO production ha lted early this year for retooling. This heralas a n early new-model introduction ,
and by the time this is read the first of the early bir~s
will be on its way. October has been the month for
premieres, and the early introductions indicate some
thought that sales may be boosted by model change.
Chevrolet and F ord are introducing new cars to
fa ll between th eir g iant "standard" models and the
Corvair-F alcon size range. F ord has a new small v-a
in the works, and reports indicate that tha t 4-cylinder
Chevrolet that we told of earlier is sla ted for installation i n an in-between model. The new in-line four puts

out 108 pounds of torque and is estimated to be capable of around 130 horsepower. Chevy's redesigned 6
twisted up to about 150 during the same dynanometer
session .
To comply with the NASCAR regulations requ iri ng
engines used in racers to be available to the public,
organize rs of Daytona Beach's " F irecracker 250"
requested Chevrolet to build a nother h undred of the
"Super Sports" engines. These were the 409 inch engines with two four-barrel carburetors, bigger valves
and special heads. Using these, Chevrolet is beating
the 401 horsepower For ds in stock car competition.
Chrysler Corporation put on a selli ng " Event" for
a month of hard-sell work to try to get back some of
its lost sa les percentage. This campaign spanned the
period between July 11th a nd August 12th, a nd nhe
overall effectiveness of it is not yet known to us. Chr ysler officials have attr ibuted the company's sales drop
to public knowledge of Chrysler Corporation's internal
troubles. Probably few people "on the street " know
much of such matters. Engineering-wise, Chrysle(s
products are as fine as a ny available, but quality control has left much to be desi red, and styling - the too
freq uent determinan t of buyer choice - has n't ke pt
pace. Sales of Valiant have slum ped less than others,
and the price cut on the "Newport" mOdel, new this
year, brought an actual increase for the Chrysler itself.
Only one out of each 50 buyers, however, bought what
many conside r to be America's finest a ll-round touring
car - Imperial.
Sales of quasi-compacts has not been as good as
hoped and the dealers blame buyer confusion as much
as anything. They claim to yearn for the days when a
Ford roadster was a Ford roadster, and what colour
do you want your wire wheels!
The new offerings will come closer to people-type
vehicles - so makers DO listen to the public. Seats are
to be higher again, door-openings wider, floors fl atter ,
available s pace better utilized.
Volkswagen dealers in the U.S. sold the h ighest
number of units per dealer with an average of 320 per
dealer. Next was Ford with 240 then Chevrolet with
210. These fi gures are quoted without comment, but
they represent some inter esting marketing.
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BEACH AUTO ELECTRIC
PARTS AND SERVICE
2286

Qu ee n

Stree t

Eg l t,

Tgrgnto

Telephone OX.·4·5361

' .7

"I said is the windshield too low or is this seat too high?"

STILL LIFE
With profuse apologies to Teevie Jeebies

"Sure I did like you said. Brylcreem in the engine, Castrol in the
hair. Anything wrong?"

"You mean you let the kid plane the head?"

48

" Now remember, boys, drop in on the way and say hello to your
Aunt Eunice."

•
Recently we stumbled across some publicity stills for the "Green Helmet", an
M.G.M. film more or less concerned with
motor racing. A few office wags began
adding captions and before you could say
"Stop Thief! " the finished result had
found its way into our pages. Just for
fun, try adding your own captions.

" That's the last Gymkhana I'll ever enter! "

" I' m not geting in until that mouse gets out!"

Canada Track & Traffic / S eptember, 1961
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MISCELLANEOUS

RAYDYOT

AMCO
$7.95 and $8.95
Sun Visors
$19.35 and up
W ind Wings
$25.95
and up
Luggage Racks
$22.95 and up
Tonneau Covers
$4.55
Scuff Plates
$5.70
Threshold Plates
S3.40
Throttle Plates
$5.70
Framc Covers
$33.95
Head Rests
56.95 and up
Upholstery Kits
$3.45
Chrome Shift Knobs

Fender Mirrors
Side-Mount Mirrors
Racing Mirrors
Interior Mirrors
from
Safety Flick Switches
Tartan Ash Trays
LUCAS
Spring Back Mirrors
Convex
Flat
Hub Cap Reflectors
'Ranger' Lamps
Fog Lamps

$49.95
$31.95
$ 2.95
S10.95
S 3.95
$ 9.50
$ 2.50
$ 1.35
S 1.95
$ 1.90
S 4.90
S 1.25
S21.95
$18.95
S 3.95
S 9.95
$ 9.50

Bell Helmets 500
Kompact
Chrome Ball Knobs
Uni-Syn's
Leather Colour
Canvas Colour q l.
Mirror Glaze
Leather Kleen
Chr ome Wax
Pre-Wax Cleaner
Rubber Floor Mats
Jacket Patches
Sun Glasses
Men's
Women's
Luggage Spiders
Safcty Belts
Stoneguards
P,.

$5.45 ea .
$6.25 ea . .
$5.95 ea.
$3.50 ea.
$1.95 ea.
$1.95 ea.

$6.55 ea.
$6.05 ea.
$2.55 pro
$12.95 ea.
$12.95 ea.

, -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - I Enclosed is $1.00. Please send me your complete sports car
I ACCESSORY CATALOGUE. I understand this money will

Grand Prix Records, $5.95 12" LP's.
Dragster in Action, Monaco 1959-60,
Formula I Grand Prix and many more
Grand Prix Records, $3.95 45 RPM's
British Grand Prix 'Silverstone'.

I be refunded on my first purchase of $10.00 or more.

I
I

NAME ............ .. ........... .

I

i ADDRESS . .. .. .. .... .. . .................. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ... .. ................ .... .

CUSTOM SPORTS CAR ACCESSORIES
42 Lombard St.,
Toronto 1, Ontario • EM. 3-9141

I
I

CITy ........ ....... .............................. PROVINCE ............... .

I

II

Make of Car ....................... ... ... .... . Model .. ..... .. .. Year .

I

..

AT LAST!
A shop created for YOU the European
and Sports car Enthusiast!

• BODY WORK
• CUSTOMIZING
• COLLISION REPAIRS
• LACQUER AND
• BAKED ENAMEL FINISHES
Drive in and see us for free estimates.
Our low prices will astonish you.
These are the results with CONTINENTAL tires
a t Mosport Race, June 24:
Production Sports Cars:
First: Porsche Carrem
Third: Porsche Carrera
Formula Junior:
First: Lotus 18
Thi rd : E lva
Playe r's 200 :
Third: Porsche RS-61

\--...,.,

co.

PACIFIC AUTO BODY

" Perfectwn Rather Than Production"

444 Pacific Ave.
Toronto

. RO. 6-0541
PACIFIC AilE.

KULE

N

>

MONTREAL, 5765 A""o".. "".. _ II. 1-7301
TORONTO, 1519 Vlctorl .. P.. rte A". . _ PL. 5... 1.

OTH" elflES,

LocoL ce" or II .. .......
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CANADA
AUG. 19

11 TM ANNUAL TROPHY RACES (Mos.) sec
forest Rally (Calgary)
CSCC
Touring Rally (VanCOl/ver)
CAe
Economy Run (Edmonton)
NASCC

Aug. 19·20
Aug. 20
Aug. 20

I

Aug. 23

Elimination Gymkhana (Vancouver)

AUG. 25·26

GREEN ACRES SPORTS CAR RACES LASC
Nighl Rally (Toronto)
OTLCe
Driving Skill Test (Toronto)
OAe
MMGCC
ArrON Rally (Montreal)
ACCELERATION TRIALS (North Bay) NBASe
Elimination Gymkhana (Vancouver) RCSCC
little Monte Carlo Rally (4 days)
PCC
Trip to Westwood
CSCC
RACES (WESTWOOD)
CONFERENCE
Autocross (Edmonton)
NASCC
Quebec Rally (Montreal)
CAC
Camp Out (Vancouver)
vwoe of BC
Treasure Hunt (Deep River)
ACC
Trials & Tribulations (london)
WOSCA
Loop Rally (Calgary)
CSCC
AUTUMN RACES (St. Euaene)
MMGCC
2nd Annual Concou rs d'Elegance (Tor) BARC
Moonll8ht Nave x (Toronto)
DAC
Black Horse Derby (Victoria)
VMC
Hill Climb (Calgary)
NASCC
SSSCC
Driving Skill & Acceleration Ru n
Red Maple Leal Rally (Sarnia)
HASA
Regulari ty Run (Toronto)
MGCCT
Driving Skill Test (Galt)
GVCC
3rd Annua l John Davis Trophy Rally HMSC
Harvest Moon Rally (Montreal)
QMSA
Driving Skill. Gymkhana. Concours OTLee
T.T. Rally (Toronto)
sec
Time Trials (North Bay)
NBASC
TLMC
Paper Chase Rally (Drillia)
Driftwood Rally (New Westminste r)
CAC
SPORTS CAR RACES (Mosport)
BEMC
Hillclimb (Montreal)
JOA
RACES (Westwood)
seCBC
Fall Rallr (Montreal)
VWOA
Red Lea Rally (Deep River)
ACC
9th Annual 1000 Islands Rally (KlngMon)
Driving Skill Test (with above)
St.LAC
Fait Raily (St Cath e " "'as)
SCMC
Cariboo Rally (Vancouv. ;~
SCCBC
Hill Climb (Calgary)
csec
Bon Accord Rally (Edmonton)
NAsec
Sistina Lente Rally (Toronto)
OHCC
Triskaidephobla (Montreal)
LCMC
5th Annual Ni8ht Rally (Toronlo)
VWDC
Totem RaUy (Vancouver)
UBCSCC
511'1 Annual Gymkhana (Montreal)
LASC
Production Car Trial (Toronto)
BARC

Aug. 26
Aug. 27

Aug. 27
AUG. 27

Aug . 30
Sept. 1·2·3-4·5
Sept. 2·3-4
SEPT. 3

Sept. 3
Sept. 8·9
Sept. 9·10
Sept. 10
Sept. 10
Sept. 16·17
SEPT. 16-17
Sept. 16
Sept. 16·17
Si!pt. 17
sept. 17
Sept. 17
'iept. 17
Sept. 17
Sept. 17

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

17
23
24
24
24
24

Sept. 29·30
SEPT. 29·30
Sept. 30-Oct. 1
<><t. 1

<><t.

I

Oct. I
Oct. 6·7·8
Oct. 8
Oct. 7
7·8·9

Oct.
Oct.
Oot.
Oot.

8
8
8

Ocl. 13·14
Oct. 14·15
Oct. 15

Oct. 15
Oct. 15

,

...

Driving Skill (Montreal)
CAC
NI8ht T rial (Montreal)
SMCC
Hock ley Va lley Hill Climb (Toronto) BEMC
RCseC
GimmiCk Rally ( New Westminster)
Trophy Rally (Wlilowdale)
DH EMC
Oct.
Re8ularity Run (Ca lgary)
CSCC
Oct.
Drivi ng Skill Test (Deep River)
ACC
Oct.
3rd Annual Autumn Leaves Rally (Bur) BAC
Oct.
Carllnss Northern Rally (North Bay) NBASC
Oct.
Cross Country Time Trials (Edmn.) NASCC
Oct.
Drivin8
Skill (Montreal)
MMGCC
Oct.
PMSC
PreSident's Rally (Peterborough)
Oct.
Fall Nisht NavBlC (London)
WOSCA
Oct.
VWOC 01 BC
Fraser Valley Rally (Van.)
Oct.
7th Annual Press·on·Re8a rdless
MGCCT
Oct.
Rawcllffe Rally (Mont rea l)
LAC
Oct.
RACES (Westwood)
SCCBC
Oct. 29
" CT&T c.annot be responsible for chana:es or c.ancellatJons in the
above u landar. A loul c heck Is advisable.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

RCSCC

15
20·21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
28
28
28·29
29
29
29

UNITED STATES
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

20·26
26·27
2£>.27
27
2·34
9· 10
9·10
16
17
22·23
23·24
30
30·Oct. 1
30·0ct. 1

Bonneville Speed Tria ls
Meadowdale
Bridgehampton
Shelton
Thompson
Vineland
Elkhart La ke
Lim e Rock
Pacific Raceways
Walkins Glen
Pacific Raceways
Lime Rock
Meadowdale
Waterlord Hill s

Wendove r. Utah
Illinois
New York
Washington
Connecticut
New Jersey
Wisconsi n
Connecticut
(Kent) Washington
New York
(Kent) Washington
Connect icut
illinois
Michigan

INTERNATIONAL RACE MEETINGS
Aug. 19
ALlg. 26·27
Aug. 3 1·Sept. 3
S~t.

3

SEPT. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
OCT. 7 (unconfirmed)
Oct. 7
Oct. 8
Oct . 29

Tourist Trophy
England
Copenhagen G.P.
Denmark
Italy
LieSe·Rome·Llege Rally
Nurbur8rlng
Germany
ITALIAN G.P.
MonZi! ITALY
Austria
Zeltwig Races
England
Oullon Park
England
Snetterton
UNITED STATES G.P.
Watkins Glen U.S.A.
Silverstone
England
Austra lia
Australian G.P.
Morocco
Morrocan G.P.

Sold face Ind lutes event counting tor WOlld Cham pionship points •

Canada's largest stock of Corvette Parts

DAV. G ._ _ _ _&A» » &#d.

7

SPORTS CARS

auto se r vice specia li sts

SPEED SHOP

F.I. CORVETTES

•

DYNAMOMETER TUNING

•

W HEEL A LIGNMEN T & BALANCING

•

OVEN BAKED PAINTING

•

BODY AND MACHINE SHOP

•

M ECHANICAL WORK

•

PARTS

5390 5HERBROOKE ST . W .. (betw. Decarie & Girouard) MONTREAL- HU 2-4001
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THE G. S. M. DELTA
The World's Most Exciting Sports Car Now Available in Canada
SOME CANADIAN R ACING SUCCESS ES TO DATE
GREENACRES J ULY 15 : 1s t I N CLASS, 850 - 1600cc
l\lOSPORT AUGUST 5: 1st OVER ALL, 850 - 1300cc

TOP SPEED
I N STANDARD T UNE
105 M .P.H.

MK II MODEL NOW FE:A1' UlRES" ....
- 70 B.H. P. ENGINE
• MICH E LI N TI RES
• ADJ USTABL E KONI SHOCKS

o TO 60

ACCEL ERATION
11.3 SECON DS

DISTRIBUTED BY
DEALER

GLEN l\olANOR MOTORS
2301 Queen SL E.

Toronto, Onto

Delta Distributors Canada regd.
800 Eglinton Ave. W., ,Toronto
RU. 1·6416
OUT OF TOWN DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

IN MONTREAL '

BRUCE McEACHERN
Sports ,Cars
at Highway 27 & 7
Woodbridge, Ont.

IN MONTREAL

SUNBEAM ALPINE

VOLVO fJIV 544

VOLVO 1225
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DEALER

HILLMAN

MONTREAL

by Rod Cmnpbell

VANCOUVER

by J.E. Langton-Adams

DATELINE

DATELINE

Driving a borrowed Lotus Formula Junior, Peter
Ryan took on some of the best drivers and fastest cars
in the Eastern U. S. August 6 at Bridgehampton, N.Y.,
and clpbbered the lot to win the coveted Vanderbilt
Cup. The historic Vanderbilt Cup race is the oldest
automotive competition in the U. S., and Ryan was the
youngest driver ever to win it.
Jim Van Fleet, who covers motorsport for the Montreal Gazette, has been waging a wordy war on S.C.C.A.
over the recent ruckus involving that club's drivers at
the first International Mosport event. The stories have
been very strong in their denunciation of the American
organization. Several Montreal drivers lost their
S.C.C.A. licenses as a result of the fracas, including
John Cannon, Gary Ross, Dave Greenblatt and Ross
de St. Croix.
Peter Ryan, Canada's best known racing driver,
said that the S.C.C.A. ban on Mosport was his only
reason for not appearing at that new track. Peter's
near win (he came in second, behind Roger Penske,
in a Birdcage Maserati) in the Comstock-Sadler, in a
recent S.C.C.A. event at he Meadowdale rack near
Chicago, gives him some fuel in his argument for not
appearing at the June Mosport event. He and Dan
Shaw drove the two Comstock-Sadler cars because Bill
Sadler and Grant Clark were ineligible for the S.C.C.A.
Peter feels very strongly that the S.C.A.A. governors
will clear up the mess with the F.I.A. in time for lhe
September International Mosport event. This ambitious
young man who, by his own admission, will take that
"extra chance" is still Canada's best bid for- the 'big
time' racing circuits.
Several racing cars have changed hands recentliy.
Most prominent being the change of the XKE Jaguar
from Norm Namerow to Dave Greenblatt. Namerow
has a new Elva Formula Junior. John Cannon has sqld
his Elva Courier and has bought a D-Jag from Bill
Sadler. Cannon is anxious to get into something with
more speed than either his Elva or the Stebro Formula
Junior which he also races.
The C.B.C.'s 'live' telecasting to the complete
French network of the July St. Eugene races, will
likely be repeated next year. Several million dollars
worth of equipment and over thirty people were involved at the track in the smoothly run production.
Except for a tendency to follow the lead car only,
the admittedly 'new-to-motorsport-producer' (he was
watching his first sportscar race), did a fine job of
bringing motor racing before millions of people in
Quebec. The telecast was repeated a week after the
race, on the English channel with cominentary by Bob
McGregor and Burt Adkins.
The "green monster" has been to Montreal. It's a
dragster, powered by a super-charged Allison V-12
aircraft engine which develops 3,800 h.p. Art Arfons
set new records here by doing 148.9 m.p.h. in an
elapsed time of 9.2 seconds.
-

SEVERAL YEARS AGO BOB McLEAN came to Canada from Australia to try his hand at making a living
here. Fortune directed his path to Vancouver, where,
shortly after his arrival he opened his own business a Royalite Service Station.
One day Bob appeared at Westwood racing circuit
in an MGA, and while touring the track showed to all
those who cared to notice that dri.v ing was no new
experience for him. As race followed race Bob built up
a reputation of being very smooth and a very good
sport. Because of the car he drove he never appeared
to be very spectacular; never up among the overall
leaders - unless it was a race of cars in the lower
classes. Whatever race he was in - running in his own
class or mixed up with the big bore machinery - he
could be counted on to put on a good show.
Bob's friends encouraged him. Finally after much
soul searching he decided to take the plunge. He applied for admittance at the Rob Walker Motor Racing
Stable at Fimere circuit in Buckinghamshire, England.
The application was accepted and he was asked to
arrive for training on March 5th, 1961 From then until
the 21st he attended the school learning to drive, not
just the ability to go around the track but from the
ground up - theory as well as practical.
The final qualification runs, which normally take
several days, finally arrived. Being pressed for time,
Bob qualified in all six stages in one day. This was a
feat that had never before been accomplished at the
school. Also during this time Bob set up the fastest
times of anyone ever attending the school.
Now came the long wait. But Bob did not remain
idle. As soon as he was able he was back at Westwood
putting into practice some of the things he had learned
in England. The call came and again Bob was off to
England. This time he arrived too late for practice
and had to go directly to Silverstone. The object here
was to equal or at least come within one second of the
time set by the attending proffessional driver. This
time was 1: 17.0 set by Henry Taylor in a Formula 2
Cooper. Each student was given eight laps to equal
the time. Bob went out in a strange car on a strange
track and without practice. At the end of the eighth
lap he came in and was informed that his best time had
been 1:19 - one second too slow. The"observer, had a
plane to catch and had to leave. Therefore officially
the chance had come and gone.
After lunch however during further practice Bob
turned in an unofficial lap of 1: 16,8, well within the
qualifying time although it did not count officially.
Before leaving England, Bob was asked to return
in September, when he will be given another chance at
the big time. It is now his intention to sell the service
station, pack his bag and take advantage of his big
chance. He has the potential and with a little luck he
could one day be up there among the leaders on the
Grand Prix circuits of Europe.
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FIAT automobiles will now be available to dealer s and customers in
Canada from the well-established
organizations which introduced the
cars in 1958-59. FIAT and Chrysler
Corporation of Canada Ltd. have
decided that it would be in t he best
interests of a ll concerned if F IAT
cars were to be distributed in the
same way as before the ChryslerFIAT arrangement of 1960. At that
time, FIAT and Chrysler of Canada
concluded an agreement whereby
FIAT cars were to be distributed
through Chrysler and other Canadian dealers exclusively by Ch rysler.
Chrysler dealers, who have established a market for FIAT in their
districts, will continue to sell the
FIAT line also.

•

•

•

THE ROOTES GROUP has announced the Singer Vogue, described
as a medium priced car with an
unusually high standard of comfort
allied to economy and performance.
Powered by a 1.6 litre engine developing 66.25 b.h.p. and a maximum
speed of over 80 mph, the Vogue
features voguish dual headlamps
a nd a "restrained hint of tail fins
at the rear". Also announced by
Rootes is a new version of the Singer Gazelle, lower in price but offering greater fuel economy and a
heater fiUed as standard equipment

•

•

•

ENSIGN MOTORS Ltd.
AR~

PLEASED TO AN NOUNCE

THE OFFICIAL OPEN ING
OF THE IR NEW

RETAIL DIVI SION
AT

3020 YONGE ST.

KONI adjustable shock absorbers
for most European and Canadian
cars are now available in Canada at
the same prices as in the U.S. Dealers are J.J . Salt Ltd., 6036 Yonge
St., Toronto, and E uropean Motor
Products Ltd., 9010 Park Ave., Montreal.

•

•

A NEW medium blend racing tire,
made up from jet aircraft rubber
a nd guaranteed to speeds of 200
mph, is now available at no increase in price over regular racing
retreads from Hambly Tire Ltd., of
Oshawa. This high carbon black,
high natural rubber content tire
was developed form a test batch
supplied by Firestone. During the
Player's 200, race tires of this type
ran on an RS Porsche and after 200
miles' use showed no appreciable
wear, yet increased lap speeds by 4
seconds over the regular Hambly
racing tire.

•

•

•

•

•

VOKSWAGEN for 1962 will placate
many complaining VW owners by
at last includi ng a gas gauge as
standard equipment on all models.
Also added to the externally unchanged '62 VW a r e mountings for seat
belts, windshield washers, improved steering, partially reclining front
seats and a steering column lock.

•

•

•

ENSIGN MOTORS LTD., Toronto
area dealers for Morris, M.G. Wolseley and Riley, have opened a new
retail division at 3020 Yonge St.
This is the site formerly occupied
by J im Fergusson Motors. The well
known Mr. Fergusson has moved to
quarters at 7 Dibble Ave., Toronto.

•

•

•

•

SEMPERIT TIRES are now available in Ontario through the Checkered Flag, 4 Alcorn Ave. Semperits
have been used with great success
in Europe and have recently scored
in racing in Western Canada.

•

•

•

•

GEORGE WOOLLEY, a Montreal
home-builder turned racing buff,
has acquired exclusive Canadian
distributorship rights for Ferrari.
After a year's negotiation with the
North American franchise holder.
Luigi Chinnetti of New York, Woolley reached an agreement to handle
the fabulous Italian car and has
received the first one, with three
more expected by late September. A
sales figure of ten per year is presently visualized. Price will be about
$14,000.
t.

•
You are cordia lly Invited to visit the

•

SPORTS CAR ACCESSORIES have
announced the opening of their new
showroom at 250 Sheppard Ave.,
Willowdale, Ontario.

•

Benz "Palent Motor Car" 1886

MERCEDES BENZ of Canada Ltd.
recently celebrated the 75th anniversaryof the Daimler-Benz Company, making it the world's oldest
automobile manufacturer and the
first to observe a diamond jubilee.
To mark the occasion MercedesBenz announced the introduction
into Canada of the new 220 SE
coupe.

•

•

•

PORSCHE reports a new production and sales record for the month
of June, producing 900 cars compared with 610 in June 1960. The
Porsche sales department reports
also that orders for the next twelve
months have already been received
and delivery time is still four to
five months This tallies with a recent U.S. survey in which Porsche
was mentioned as the most-desired
marque amongst sports car types.

•

•

•

Showroom and inspect the full range

.f
MORRIS .

M.G.

WOLSEl EY and RilE\' Cars
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Cl ub news
east & west
NOAA
The St. Catharines Motor Club
was represented in the Niagara
Night Navex held on July 15th. The
well deserved vic tory went to two
members of the SCMC - Mr. Joseph
and Paul Davies. A wiener roast
followed the rally. Results were as
follows:
I
2
3
4
5
5
7
8
9
10
11

G. Joseph·P. Oavies
Jagu... r 3.4
G. Misner·R. Misner
Triumph TR3
l. Cote·R, Moore
Sunbeam
H. Bartlet·J. Bartlett
Ford
J. Hetherington ·D. Butt
MGA
F. Bilkett·M.L Newton
MGA
8. Ball·J. Connol Renault Caravelle
M. Joseph·D. Davies
Hillman
C. Cllne· M. Cline
Plymouth
D. McKenzie·J. Williams
Corvette
B. C... rey·Carey
vw

Another Night Navex is planned
(or August 26th. It will be about
70 - 80 miles long a nd will end as a
barbeque. The starting point will
be the Town and Country Plaza at
Stamford Centre. Time: 8.30 p.m.
Price: $1.00 per car plus your food
for the barbeque. Further information can be obtained from Howard
Bartlett, 3156 Warden Ave., Niagara Falls. Ontario.

HMSC
The Burlington Autosport Club
swept almost all classes at the 4th
Annual Hamilton Motor Sport Club
Sprints held on July 30th at Kohler
Airport in Kohler, Ontario. Jan
Wilson , SAC, won both the Ladies
Class and the Under 1,000 Sports
Class. Bob Hoan in his TR2 took the
Under 2.000 Sports while his fellow
BAC club member E. Hennesey won
the Canada Class and Formula Jr.
Class. Best times for Hennesey in a
Gemini and Wilkinson were 18.42
and 18.47 secs. respectively. Charlie
Smith won the Under 1600 Sports
Class in his Porsche registering yet
another win for the Burlington
club. Faith Reid tied up second
place in her MGA for HMSC. Only
in the Under 1500 Class for sports
cars did HMSC dominate the competition with Rolf Schuett and Ed.
Kozell both tied for first in this

Volvo PV544 second, and Allister
Honeyman in a Volvo 122S taking
third position.
The overall a ward and the Dick
Atkinson Trophy -went to Doug

Kindree in a Cadillac powered Special which turned in a 14.93 seconds
for t he fastest time of the day.

CLCA
The 2nd Annual Night Rally of
the Cornwall Light Car Association
was held on June 10th. Seventeen
cars entered of which fourteen
managed to complete the 350 mile
course. No. 1 a Volvo, driven by D.
Ferguson and navigated by G. Earl,
left the s tart at 9 p.m., and the rest
of the field lell at two m inute inter-

vals.
The first leg of Section 1 contained the usual odometer check points.
the firs t at 10 miles and the second
at 11.7 miles. From the second odometer check mileages were given
with directions and average speeds
for the next 30 miles, after which
the rally entered the second leg of
Section 1 where times were given
indicating change of direction, assuming you drove at 37 mph. The
route of t)lis leg led through Caseslman, Embrun, Bourget, Plantagenet, Lefaivre and L'Original. The
section finally finished at Hawkesbury where a 40 minute stop was
compulsory, giving time for the
crew to have a coffee and to gas up.
On depat'ture from the coffee stop
each crew was handed instructions
for Section 2 a long with a gas ma p.
The route was the shortest route
between eight villages lying north
of Hawkesbury, and the Laurentians. After about 150 miles of
mountain roads the cars started
back to Hawkesbury to the end of
Section 2 and to a welcome 20
minute coffee break.
Section 3 took the competitors
through St, Eugene where there
was a check point controlled by
John Harrison, who related he was
given some peculiar looks by the
local residents as they made their
way to church, and even more peculiar when they went home as John

was still Sitting there, not having
checked a s ingle car through. From
S1. E ugene the instructions were
quite simple and the route lay
through Williamstown and from
there to the finish in Cornwall.
The results were:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

O. f erguson . G. Earle
Volvo
J. Mcintosh· A. Alguire
MGA
S. Boyd · P. Gareau
Corvair
J. Kuff • R. Symes
Austin Healey
M. McGregor· R. Bateman
MGTD
A. Mitchell • K. Atkinson
Alpine
M. Hodson . S. McDermid
MGA
D. Cawley . A. Jodoin
Lark
B. forges · E. fo)(
Austin 850
T. Willi am son. D. Allinotte Anglia

CSCC
The results of the Calgary Sports
Car Club's June 11 th Rally were as
follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
9
11

L. Maillou)( . B. Maillou)(
TR3
Dr. P. Goodhall • S. Cook
Sprite
E. Dale· B. Smith
AlIa 2000
J. de Jong . I. HUlWig
Sprite
G. Hardy . J. Alverson
MGA
P. Brown · B. Shepherd
MGA
M. Glimpel • G. Remington Porsche
W. Archer· J. Christov
MGA
M. Rankin· W. Rankin
Pontiac
G. Cooley · E. Cooley
Dai ml er
A. Di)(on • L. Cook
Alia

Red Deer Autocross
Class "A"
1

2

3

NASCC

2.45:02
2 .48:07
2.48:0B

C. lisson
NASCC
A. Thomson
esce
G. Cooley
esce

2.43:04
2.44
2.44:01

K.Johnson
J. de Jong
J. Addicolt

CSCC

esce

Class "B"
1

2

3

Class "C"
1

2

3

J. Wetterberg
NASCC
NASCC
J. Petet'$on
NASCC
J . Sharp

2.55
2.58:02
2.59:02

Class "D"
1

J. Sharp

NASCC

2.59:02

ECSCC
June 17th was the date of the
Essex County Sports Car Club's
Photo Rally. The weather was exceptionally nice and all who entered

class.

The sedan spri nts saw Bill Zimmerman of the S1. Catharines Motor
Club clean up against a field of
VW's and S imcas In his Mini-Minor
to take the Under 1300 Class. J .
Bedford of the GVCC in his Volvo
PV-544 led the over 1300 sedans to
a victory with AI. Methan in . a
Canada Track <Ii Tragic/September, 19.61
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enjoyed the tricky rally organized
by Bob Smith and Steve Farrell.
At the start each entrant was handed a sealed envelope containing instructions, five photographs and two
panic envelopes. Throughout the
tricky things to lead the unwary
astray. The end of the run was
at Rochester House in Woodslee
where, over some very welcome
refreshments everyone rehashed
the day's adventures.
The results were:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

MGCCT
"Press-On-Regardless" has been
the cry of challenge to rallyists
since the beginning of the sport. To
a team of competitors in acar it
gives the same feeling as the shout,
"Damn the torpedoes, full speed
ahead" gives to a sailor in combat.
"What challenge," you may say,
"is offered a rallyist other than his
competition and route instructions?" Well here are some true
cases in pOint.
On a rally, timekeeping is of the
utmost importance. Imagine the
situation that developed when, as
the starter shouted "Go", a navigator punched the stem of his previously set stopwatch, halting it
completely, thus throwing out all
his time calculations until he could
get re-synchronized with official
time.
Odometers that measure mileage
consistently are an important tool
of the rally buff. Most of the "trip"
registering type have the ability to
stop their action temporarily as
long as the reset knob is held in.
This clutch action is convenient
when your mileage at a turn reads
slightly off the official mileage and
you wish to correct it. In a rally a
few years ago, a fairly large competitor drove a comparatively small
car which he had just bought and
in which the speedometer was located on the dash immediately over
his right knee. As the rally progressed the navigator was finding it
difficult to calculate times and mileages since. at no point, did the
"trip" seem to coincide with his
figures. It turned out that as the
driver's foot action varied on the
accelerator, his right knee action
also varied on the reset knob of the
odometer, holding it in sufficently
from time to time to disengage the
mechanism and temporarily stop its
action.
The challenge of rallying is of
course to "Press-On-Regardless" of
these mechanical setbacks. In many
cases the rallyists problems are
compounded not by his machine
but by the human element, be it
either driver or navigator.
One leg of a night I'ally led the
competitors along a road through
a gravel pit and nearly all made
the trip without difficulty. The exception was a car that took a
wrong turning while going through
the piles of crushed stone and eventually found itself face to face with

Reynolds . Cleveland
Sprite
Wright· Carrol
I
TR3
Mel· Kay Hutchinson
TR3
Volvo
Monck . May
Courtney· Anne Channon
Porsche
Brewer· Thompson
MGA
Sweet
Lebink
MGA
Avery· Sandy Smith
AH 3000
Shayko . Risin g
AH 3000
Wickett· Rivard
Sprite
Ed • Doris Ferriss
Porsche
Jane Jones· Elizabeth McC
MGA

SAC

EUROP .... N OEL'VERY AYMCABLE ON 'OUR MONTHS' NCnCE.

"The new Rover 3-Litre is probably the most luxurious 'small'
carin the world. The Rover has
been designed for quiet, long life
and driving case. The immaculate leather and walnut interior
l'efiects the British company's
policy of using only the bcst material, where it shows and where
it docs not, as well. The Rover
shares many points of mechanical similarity with the RollsRoyce, and every knowledgeable
tester who drives a Rover inevitably compares it with that
make. It's onc of the world's
great cars."
:KEN PURDY

John Jutzi of Gadshill an David
Jutzi of Tavistock drove their Borgward to first place in the annual
Stratford Auto Club Summer Safari
Rally held on July 23rd. The rally
started at Loblaws' parking lot on
Ontario street and the 252 mile
route took the competitors through
Milverton, Listowel, Paisley, Wiarton, Owen Sound and back to the
finish at Harriston. Second position
was taken by G. Ross and C. Koenig of Toronto in a Singer Gazelle.
Third place went to Jim Camden
and Barbara Colley of Stratford in
a Mercedes. t .

MCO
The Motorsport Club of Ottawa
will hold a Barbeque Rally on Saturday August 27th. The start will
be at Carlingwood at 10.30 a.m.
Entry fee is $3.00 per car (including Bar-B-Q) - crew restricted to
2 persons. Further information can
be obtained by writing to 6 Monkland Ave., Ottawa.
Provisional results of the Summer Fun Rally are as follows:
1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10

Worthen· Cowie
Col bourn . Colbourn
Burnside . Wansbrough
Willcoek • Simpson
Klodt . Klodt
Han'o/ . Brennan
Fothflngham . Shea
Knapp· Ratz
Bennet
Needham
RedShaw . Redshaw

ROVER

THE ROVER MOTOR COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA LIMITED,
Mobilc Drivc, Toronto, Ontario
156 West Seeoud Ave., Vuucouvcr, B.C.
Dominion Squaro Bldg., Montrenl, Que. .

"

tift'

Citroen
Morris

MO

TR3
MGA
Monu.
Morgan
Peugeot
VW
Jaguar

Ab
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SALES & SERVICE LTO.
MONTREAL

•
CAR & LI GHT TRUCK

Distributor for Ouebec

•
Parts & Service
distribution
throughout
the
Province

•
SALES & SERVICE LTO.
949 Atwater Avenue
Montreal
WE 2·4173

a stretch of wire fence. With theIr
flashlight the crew peered right and
left but the road led nowhere. As a
matter of fact they were no longer
on a road but a route of their own
making and the only way out was
to back down the circuitous pa th
which they had made while getting
lost, until they were back on the
actual road.
I was personally the victim of
a n error which I should not have
missed on one event. At the start of
a section we were handed three
sheets with the instructions l or
that leg. In my haste to get under
way I didn't read them through.
Page one went fine and when I
turned to page two I was horrified
to find that it was a duplicate of

page one, and of course the other
sheet was page three. We waited
for the next competitor who was
fortunately ahead of time and he
allowed us to copy page two from
his sheets while he got back on
time.
Another situation of lost instructions involved Mike Hunt of MG
Car Club of Toronto, who was navigat ing the car ahead of ours on a
rally. At one point shortly after the
start a few competitors were stoppedalong the roadside looking for
the answer to a ques tion. As we
pulled off I saw Mike, who had
stopped ahead of us under an overpass, open the door of his TD to get
out. He had placed his route sheets
on the floor of his car so as not to
lose them and as the door opened
the wind, blowing under the bridge
and past his car acted like a vacuum clean~r, sucking every last
sheet of instructions out of his car
andblowing them gaily down the
road. Mike set out in hot pursuit
after them but never did recover
them all. However he did get sufficient sheets and cooperation from
other rallyists to reach the finish.
Besides the hazards I have mentioned, there are many other challenges for the rallyist such as
cryptic instructions, hidden clues,
misplaced mileages and outdated
maps. The devotee will "Press-OnRegardless" of these things and
finally overcome them.
If you would like to compete in a
good, honest. challenging event. I
suggest that you enter the MGCCT
"Press-OncRegardless' Rally that is
advertised (in this issue) as "The
rally that has ever ything". You'll
enjoy it, a nd be a m ore accomplished competitor when you are
through.

•
HOME OF THE AUSTIN
AUSTI N HEALEY & SPRITE
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CERAC
The 6th Annual Quebec Rally.
organized by the Canadair Employees Recreational Association Automobile Club, will be held Sept. 8th
to 9th. This is a National Championship event. Closing date for
entries is midnight, September 2nd.
No late entries accepted. Starting
points will be located in Montreal
and Toronto. Additional start ing
pOints in Kingston and Ottawa if
warranted. The first car will be
away at 19.31 hours, Montreal and
Toronto on September 8th - first
car arrives at finish (approx) 19.00
hours Montreal area September 9th.
Enquiries should be directed to:
The Secretary,
C.E.R.A. Automobile Club,
P.O. Box 6087,
Montreal, P.Q.

KO ...
AT LAST!
"KONI" ADJUSTAB LE SHOCK ABSORBERS AVAILABLE IN CANADA
(AT AMERICAN PRICES)
With Koni Shock absorbers, a "must"
growing
number of performance conscious
racing drivers and sports car enthusiasts, you halle at your command the
most durable and dependable shockS
that honest enginering has yet produced. Conversions of the telescople
KONl s are allailab'e for MG, British
ford,Al pine, Morris 1000, VOIIIO, etc.
acc~SOf)' with a lIast and

fOR MORE INFORMATION AND
A PRICE LIST, WRITE OR VIS IT:

J.J . SALT LTD .
SPORTS & SMALL CAR ACCESSORIES
6036 Yonge Street, Toronto. Ontario
Phone BA 1-2933
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

NAT ADAMS' highly successful red Jaguar
XKSS for sa le. Reasonable . Phone 362·6141
or write Nat Adams e-o CT&T 615 k i ng St.
W., Toronlo , Ontario.

AND

Mol.VSIIP
57

MOlYSLIP

BOOK REVIEW

is an Oil Supplement.
You add it to the oil in
your engine, gear box,
back axle and steering.
When circulated by your
oil, Molyslip forms a
'plating' bet ween all
moving parts. This
'plating' reduces friction, increases power and
protects all moving
parts. Molyslip is therefore a new high-efficiency lubri can t that
works with oil. In fact,
the better the oil, the
better the 'plating' you
get with Molyslip_

DO YOU NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE'
When you use Molyslip,
your car re sponds with
all the signs of better
lubrication. Most noticeable are more power,
greater acceleration,
easier starting. quieter
and smoot her running
and improved gas
economy. You also
notice a si lk ier, more
positive gearchange, a
completely si le nt rear
axle and lighter ,
smoo th er steer ing.
With Molyslip you feel
you've got t he smoothest
running car on the road

A TURN AT THE WHEEL - Stirling Moss - William
Kimber London. 239 pp. (Illus.) - Avaiable from The
Ryerson Press, 2BB Queen St., Toronto 2b, Ontario.
Britain gained eminence in motor racing in the era
from 1957-60 with a big assist from the fastest Briton
of them all, Stirling Moss.
"A Turn at the Wheel is Moss' personal recollection
of his career during the glorious Vanwall-Cooper-Lotus years. Unfortunately, all too seldom does he pause
and comment in any depth on the racing scene or his
own reaction to the developments of the time. His
peripatetic wanderings around the globe a re chronicled in some detail as Moss flew or drove from one
race, and often from one continent to another. Some
description is given of each race, as well as a brief
rundown on the competition and commentary on his
own car. Many pages of excellent photos are included.
FOR THE past decade European motoring enthusiasts have had access to the most detailed information
about their cars that it is possible to imagine. Now
through Clarke, Irwin & Co. Ltd., 791 St. Clair Ave. W.
Toronto, this information is being made availalbe to
Canadians.
This comes in the form of the P. Olyslager Motor
Manuals which with their clear, precise presentation
of technical and general facts on the most popular cars
do a better job than many factory manuals.
The average manual contains a history of the line.
a road test, trouble diagnosis, instructions for making
examinations and sizes, gives general and electric
circuit diagrams, tuning hints, maintenance, timing
and lubrication advice together with recommended oils
a nd grease.
These books are currently available for 12 import
cars a nd books on 16 others are being prepared. They
cost S1.00 each. (For listing see CT&T July page 60).

FOR !MOUIES

\.

Continued from page 37

;o~YSlIP
GET MOlYSLIP AT ANY GARAGE OR SERVICE STATION
MOlYSllP for engines. 10 oz. t in sufficient for one treatment;
lasts 5,000 miles even if you change your oil!

MOLYSLIP 'G' for gearbox, back axle and steering.
injector flask-treats one car; lasts 10,000 miles plus!
FREE!

10 oz.

TO ALL MOTORISTS 20·page booklet "The Fighl Againsl Friclion"

r-------------------------I

Please send to;-

I~ _
I
I

I
I
I
I

Address

I
:
Make of car
IL____________________

I

I
I

~

____

I

~

Kan Kem Company, 9 Mobile Drive Toronto Ontario-PL 7-3711
More than a million cars around the world use Molyslip regularly.
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Grant Clark's mighty muscular Mini-Minor, after
a hair-raising few laps at the beginning. first digested
a course marker in the chicane, then got its throttle
stuck open, and after spining out in eve ry corner tired
of the fun and quit. Until its misfortune, the mouse
that roars had been well up among the leaders.
RESULTS:
RACE II - 12 laps, Unrestricted and Canada Class and Formula
Jr. Over-all: lst. Porsche RS 60. lodwig Heimrath, Average speed
S9.S0; 2nd. lola FranciS Sradley; 3rd, Porsche RS 61 Herb. Swan.
Formula Junior: 1st. lotus IS, 31 John Headon; 2nd. lotus IS,
Walt MacKay; 3rd, P and G, Roy Price.
RACE III 12 Laps, for Production and Improved Production,
Austin·Healeys, Triumphs, Morgans and Porsches. Over-all: 1st,
Porsche Carrera, Klaus Bartels, Average speed 79.S5; 2nd.Austin·
Healey 3000, Don Kindree; 3rd, Austin Healey 100S, Hugh Suther·
land .
RACE IV - 12 Laps, Production and Improved Production Sports
Cars in classes 1 to 9 Inc Over·all: 1st, Porsche Carrera. Klaus
Sartels. Avera ge speed 78.79; 2nd, MG Twin Cam, AI Pease; 3rd,
MG Twin Cam. Ed Ferriss.
RACE V _ 12 Laps, Modified Sports Cars and Classes 1 to 9 Inc.
Combined Canada Class and Formula Junior. Over·all: 1st, Porsche
RS 60 , Ludwi g Heimrath, Average speed 89.7S; 2nd, lola, Francis
Bradley 3rd, Porsche RS 61 , Herb Swan.
RACE VI 12 Laps, Production and Improved Production, MG's
"T" Series, MG A OHV, MG A OHC, le Mans Start. Over-all: 1st.
MG Twin Cam. AI Pease, Average speed 77.94; 2nd, MG Twin Cam
frank Mount; 3rd, MG Twin Cam, Ed Ferriss.
RACE VII _ 12 Laps, Improved Production and Modified Sports
Cars in Classes 10 to 15 Incl. Over·all 1st, Austin Healey, Fred
Hayes, Avg. speed 79.72; 2nd, Corvette, Robert Jeris; 3rd, Austin
Healey 3000, Don Chambers.
RACE VIII 15 Laps, Improved Production Touring Cars In atl
Classes Over·all: 1st, Jaguar 3.8, Craig Fisher, Avg. speed 73.90;
2nd Volvo PV544, George Schon; 3rd, Volvo PV544, Jerry Polivka.
RACE X _ Lodge Trophy 30 laps, All Classes. Over-all: 1st, Potsche
RS 60, Ludwig Heimrath, Average speed 87.59; 2nd, lola, francis
Bradley; 3rd, Porsche RS 61. Herb Swan.

OKNA5A
For VW c nd Kcrmcnn·G hi c

1949 - 61 PARTS
MORRIS -

r

MG -

RILEY -

II

0'

WOLSELEY

AUSTIN

•

Champion and KlG Plugs

•

Dunlop & Michelin Ti res& Smith Parts

Lucas

• Castrol Oils
CONTINENT WIDE PARTS SERVICE
Motor Club Members 10 p.c. Discount

ENSIGN MOTORS LTO.
Ontario Dist ri butors of
MORRIS. MG, WOLSElEY and RILEY CARS
Queen Street West at Windermere, Toronto

RD. 6·3431

DAVE GREENBLATT ltd.
5390 Sherbrooke St. W.

MONTREAL,
Tel: 482·4001.
CORVETTE

4

SPEED

linkage __ __ $330.00.

transmissions,

with

1961 • 3 15 hp. CORVETTE HEADS, ( fuel
injection) complete with valves, (1 15/ 16"
intake) $210.00.
LATHAM AXIAL FLOW SUPERCHARGER for
283 Chevy with inlet manif old, four carburetors, Mallory distributor, manifold pressure gau ge. 1 3;''' optiona l pulley, fuel block,
spare parts __________ $800.00.
330 hp. CORVETIE ENGINE, 301 cu. in,
(4" bore) , with Jahns raci ng pistons. 11.3:1
comp ., Duntov high lift cam, solid lifters,
315 hp, fuel injected Corvette heads, (1961)
Scheilfer aluminum flywheel, (9 lb.), inlet
manifold with '61 dual four barrel carbs .,
dual point distributor, plu s all necessary
accessories _______ ___ ____ $900.00.
CORVETIE DUAL 4 8ARREL CARaS, 1961
with aluminum inlet manifold ___ _$150.00.
1959 CORVETIE FUEL INJECTION ca librated
for up to 315 hp .. comptete with inl et mani·
fold (a luminum) dual point distributor wi th
tach. drive, comp letely overhauled __ _$300.

GLENCAIRN BP SERVICE
Bathurst at Glencai rn
RU . 3·5041
DUNC CLARK
JOHN BEEVOR
COMPLETE SPORTS AND IMPORTED CAR
SERVICE

•
•
•

•
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COMPETITION TUNING
GUARANTEED MECHANICAL REPAIRS
WHEEL BALANCING
Spt!(:ial Club and Compelltlon Discounts.

SPORTS CAR
ACCESSORIES
announce
the opening of
thei r new showroom
at
252 Sheppard Avenue W.
Willowdale

BA 1·7498
5'
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MORRIS MOTORS:,,1
(CANADA) LIMITED
-a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
British Motor Corporation, Birmingham, England - manufacturers of
Morris, MG, Wolseley, Riley, Austin
and Austin-Healey cars.

Subscription rates $3.00 per year,
Canadian
1173 Bay Street,

Photographer
Toro"to S, Ontario
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Like to cross Canada
If you still think a VW is fine for around lown, but 100 small
fo r long trips, think obout this: ii's a foct Iho l Ihe VW has
more fronl leg-room rhon all but Ihe biggest conventionol

corso lMore head room 100.1
The buckel seols ore high enough, and deep enough 10
support your legs 10 Ihe knee. They slide bock and forlh on

roils, and you can adjust the seal-bock 10 three different
angles as you drive. fA blessing on long trips when a change
in position is as good as a restJ
The Volkswagen is a fam ily cor w ith room and comfort
fo r Ihe whole tribe. 59me of our hoppiest cus tomers have a

spouse and three growing children. And they all travel
comple te with luggage.
With'the engine in th e rear, you leave the heot and
fumes behind you. You can drive flat oul all day long in the
holiest weather, The Volkswogen's oir·cooled engine can't
boil over because it has no rodiolor,

•

In

a Volkswagen?

Mosl people get on overoge 0 1 38 miles on a gallon of
gas, Iyou'li probably do much beller on a long Iripl, and you
never need oil between changes, Compared 10 a conventional cor, th e Volkswagen will save you enough gelling
th ere 10 pay lor the Irip home.
Chances are you won' t need service, but we don', believe
in taking chances, There are 331 VW service depots right
across Canada, land 620 more in the Stotesl, You'll find
them in every major city and oul where people trovel. Any
one of them will have what you need,
For long Irips th e Volkswagen's got it coming and going.
If you still have your doubts, visit your dealer and get the feel
of th e cor built for adventurer s, land slay-ai-homes!.
P.S. Now Ihere's no Excise Tax /0 pay . A VW will

cosl you oboul $70 less.
VOLKSWAGEN CANADA LTD ,

@

